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Abstract 

The main purpose of this master thesis is to examine the concept of populism in the post-

Gutenberg era. The research stems from a premise that the evolution of the political milieu 

and change of the media landscape implies a need for a different approach to analyzing 

populism. The decline of traditional political parties, the disappearance of political 

cleavages, and the personalization of politics precipitate the need to re-evaluate the debate 

about the right definition of populism. Based on a comparative case study of two leaders – 

Andrej Babiš and Donald Trump, this thesis examines how various theories of populism 

explain their behavior and tries to determine the most suitable option. Three definitions of 

populism are studied – populism as an ideology, populism as a discourse, and populism as a 

political style. While comparing political programs, discourse, and marketing strategies of 

both candidates, this thesis offers a complex insight into political campaigning on both sides 

of the Atlantic. At the same time, this research discusses the relationship between the concept 

of populism and personalized politics. These two concepts form a personalized leadership 

where the combination of populism and personality traits of the leader might influence the 

political programs, discourse, and marketing strategies of the party. In the conclusion, the 

author offers the most suitable definition of populism and while assessing the results of the 

comparative case study of two leaders, it opens a few questions for further research related 

to behavioral sciences in the future. 

 

Abstrakt 

Cílem této diplomové práce je analýza konceptu populismu v post-Gutenbergově éře. 

Výzkum vychází z předpokladu, že vývoj politického prostředí a změna mediálního 

prostředí má za následek potřebu implementace odlišného přístupu ke zkoumání populismu. 

Úpadek tradičních politických stran, zánik ideologického štěpení a personalizace politiky 

zapříčiňuje potřebu přehodnocení diskuze o vhodné definici populismu. Na základě 

komparativní případové studie dvou lídrů – Andreje Babiše a Donalda Trumpa, tato 

diplomová práce zkoumá, jak různé definice populismu vysvětlují jejich chování a pokouší 

se o určení té nejvhodnější z nich. Zkoumány jsou tři definice populismu – populismus jako 

ideologie, populismus jako diskurz a populismus jako politický styl. Zatímco práce srovnává 

politické programy, diskurz a marketingové strategie obou kandidátů, nabízí taky komplexní 

náhled do politických kampaní na obou stranách Atlantiku. Výzkum taky pojednává o vztahu 



 

 

mezi konceptem populismu a konceptem personalizované politiky. Tyto dva zmiňované 

koncepty formují personalizovaný leadership, kde kombinace populismu a osobnostních 

rysů lídra může ovlivnit politický program, diskurz a marketingové strategie politické strany. 

V závěru autorka nabízí nejvhodnější kombinaci definicí populismu a při hodnocení 

výsledků komparativní případové studie dvou lídrů otevírá několik otázek pro další výzkum, 

týkající se primárně behaviorálních studií a budoucnosti studia populismu. 
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Introduction 
 

In the last few years, the traditional concept of established parties in Europe 

is on decline and a new type of politicians is entering the arena. The so-called 

political outsiders are winning the elections – like actors, comedians, and most 

importantly – entrepreneurs and businessmen. This shift of focus on political 

outsiders instead of typical parties and their policies with celebritization of politics 

is also visible in the United States. However, the presence of leaders with little 

political experience even in the White House is not entirely new – the U.S. 

presidents like Herbert Hoover or Dwight D. Eisenhower had never been elected 

to public office before becoming president1. On the other side, this recent 

phenomenon of political outsiders is based on the decline of traditional political 

parties and the disappearance of previous ideological cleavages. These two 

aspects are connected to a broader global phenomenon of the post-Gutenberg era2 

we currently live in. It is characterized by the decline of well-established 

traditional media owing to the rise of electronic media. The disappearance of 

traditional gatekeepers had created a void that caused the truth decay with the 

absence of trust in the institutions. 

Even though the current U.S. president was publicly known before he 

announced his bid for the presidency, he did not have any political experience – 

like serving in a public office of any kind. This did not stop him from getting 

elected, on the other hand, he based his whole campaign on the fact that he is a 

political outsider that will bring fresh air into the White House and will change 

the established political order that was harming the regular people while favoring 

 
1 MURSE, Tom. US Presidents With No Political Experience. In: Thought.Co  [online]. January 16th, 2019 [cit. 

28-12-2020]. Accessible from: https://www.thoughtco.com/does-president-need-political-experience-4046139.   
2 According to the Lexico dictionnary, powered by the Oxford dictionnary, it is defined as: „Of or relating to the 

time since the advent of printing in the Western world; (now also) of or relating to a time in which the printed 

word is regarded as being in decline owing to the rise of electronic media“. LEXICO [online]. [cit. 28-12-2020].  

Accessible from: https://www.lexico.com/definition/post-gutenberg.  

https://www.thoughtco.com/does-president-need-political-experience-4046139
https://www.lexico.com/definition/post-gutenberg
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the elites. Through his populist claims, he successfully mobilized the electorate 

and created a solid base of voters that felt threatened by globalization, and offered 

a way out of the situation where corrupt elites did not care about the basic needs 

of the people. With his approach to political campaigning, he won the U.S. 

presidential election in 2016. 

The same applies to the case of the Czech Republic. Andrej Babiš with his 

political party ANO (Občanské združení Akce nespokojených občanů – Action of 

unsatisfied citizens) was successful already in the parliamentary election of 20133, 

then won the next one in 2017 and became the prime minister4. The creation of 

his political party was based on the idea that people are unsatisfied with the 

political situation in the Czech Republic and that his new party can bring the 

positive change that people were so desperately requesting. Even the abbreviation 

of his party ANO in Czech means the “Action of unsatisfied citizens” and his 

political program5 stresses that the fight against corrupt elites and lobbyists is the 

core value of the whole movement. 

The Republican party with Donald Trump and the ANO party with Andrej 

Babiš are completely different from the perspectives of political science. 

The United States is a country with a presidential political system and 

bipartisan politics, where two historical parties are competing to achieve 

governance. Donald Trump with his Republican party represents a well-

established, traditional right-wing political party, with a strong hierarchy, political 

traditions, and mechanisms that are preserved by the gatekeeping institutions. 

 
3 VOLBY.CZ. Celkové výsledky hlasování, In: www.volby.cz [online]. 2013 [cit. 27-12-2020]. Accessible from: 

https://www.volby.cz/pls/ps2013/ps2?xjazyk=CZ.  
4 VOLBY.CZ. Celkové výsledky hlasování, In: www.volby.cz [online]. 2017 [cit. 27-12-2020]. Accessible from: 

https://www.volby.cz/pls/ps2017nss/ps2?xjazyk=CZ.  
5 ANO 2011. Teď nebo nikdy: Ten jediný program, který potřebujete [online]. 2017, pp. 44, [cit. 27-12-2020]. 

Accessible from: https://www.anobudelip.cz/file/edee/2017/09/program-hnuti-ano-pro-volby-do-poslanecke-

snemovny.pdf.  

https://www.volby.cz/pls/ps2013/ps2?xjazyk=CZ
https://www.volby.cz/pls/ps2017nss/ps2?xjazyk=CZ
https://www.anobudelip.cz/file/edee/2017/09/program-hnuti-ano-pro-volby-do-poslanecke-snemovny.pdf
https://www.anobudelip.cz/file/edee/2017/09/program-hnuti-ano-pro-volby-do-poslanecke-snemovny.pdf
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Before the election of Donald Trump, the party itself was targeting the more 

affluent part of the society with conservative values6. 

On the other hand, the Czech Republic represents a parliamentary 

democracy with a multiparty system. Andrej Babiš and his ANO movement are 

far from a traditional political party. Generally, ANO is defined as Kirchheimer’s 

catch-all party7 with strong leadership and the reduction of the ideological aspect 

that the party possesses. At the same, the way how Babiš handles the organization 

of his party might also indicate that it is a business firm party8. The main message 

of the party in the 2017 election was that they want to fight the corruption and 

unfair lobbying in the Czech Republic. 

At a first glance, these two leaders and their parties have nothing in 

common. However, prior to their political career, they both claim to be successful 

businessmen with great managerial skills and strong leadership which brought 

them victory in their business as well as in the political arena. 

Secondly, they both represent a new trend of “identity politics”, where “as 

ideology and formal group identifications (e.g., party, union, church, or class) 

fade as the mechanisms for organizing civic life, individuals increasingly code 

their personal politics through personal lifestyle values.9” This shift in political 

participation and the establishment of the new political parties might represent a 

radical change in the way Western democracies pursue politics. Donald Trump 

represents a traditional party, while Andrej Babiš has created a new movement 

 
6 PEW RESEARCH CENTER. Wide Gender Gap, Growing Educational Divide in Voters’ Party Identification 

[online]. March 20, 2018,. pp. 33 [cit. 27-12-2020]. Accessible from: 

https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2018/03/20/wide-gender-gap-growing-educational-divide-in-voters-party-

identification/.  
7 KROUWEL, André. Otto Kirchheimer and the Catch-all Party. In: West European Politics [online]. 2003, Vol. 

26, no. 2, pp. 23, [cit. 27-12-2020]. Accessible from: 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/240519927_Otto_Kirchheimer_and_the_Catch-All_Party.  
8 KOPEČEK, Lubomír. I'm Paying, So I Decide: Czech ANO as an Extreme Form of a Business-Firm Party. In: 

East European Politics and Societies [online]. 2016, Vol. 30, No. 4, pp. 725–749, [cit. 27-12-2020]. Accessible 

from: https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0888325416650254.  
9 BENNETT, W. Lance. The Personalization of Politics: Political Identity, Social Media, and Changing Patterns 

of Participation. In: The Annals of the American Academy [online]. November 2012, Vol. 644, pp. 20 – 39, [cit. 

27-12-2020]. Accessible from: https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0002716212451428.  

https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2018/03/20/wide-gender-gap-growing-educational-divide-in-voters-party-identification/
https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2018/03/20/wide-gender-gap-growing-educational-divide-in-voters-party-identification/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/240519927_Otto_Kirchheimer_and_the_Catch-All_Party
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0888325416650254
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0002716212451428
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that adheres more to the new type of politics, than the old and well-established 

one. However, their leadership based on personalized identity politics looks very 

similar. 

Last but not least, Donald Trump and Andrej Babiš are both accused of 

being populist – appealing to the people through manipulative communication 

with divisive intent, blaming the elites for the state of politics, which is supposed 

to be alarming, favoring themselves and their preferences over the people. The 

main message populists try to communicate to the electorate is their fight against 

corrupt elites and their willingness to restore fair and transparent politics, 

defending the interests of the people. 

Even though the word “populism” is resonating on both continents – on the 

academic ground as well as in the media – a unifying definition does not exist. 

The debate about the causes, its actual characteristics, and consequences of 

populism has been ongoing since the late sixties of the 20th century10. British 

political theorist Margaret Canovan tried to aggregate numerous case studies of 

populism to find a unique definition, but she concluded that the concept is so 

shattered, that it is impossible to unite different case studies from all around the 

globe into one theoretical framework11. Apart from Canovan, other distinguished 

authors write about the concept of populism. Political scientist Cas Mudde is 

known for the definition of populism as a political ideology, as well as his 

contribution to the connection between populism and extreme right in Europe12. 

Ernesto Laclau has approached populism differently and treated it as a discourse 

based on the “empty signifiers” theory13. Other authors like Bart Bonikowski14, 

 
10 BERLIN, Isaiah, et al. To define populism. In: Government and Opposition [online]. 1968, pp. 137-179  [cit. 

27-12-2020].  Accessible from: http://berlin.wolf.ox.ac.uk/lists/bibliography/bib111bLSE.pdf. 
11 TAGGART, Paul. Populism. Buckingham: Open University Press. 2000, pp. 22. 
12 MUDDE, Cas. The Populist Zeitgeist. In: Government and Opposition [online]. 2004, vol. 39, no. 4, pp. 542-

563 [cit. 27-12-2020]. Accesible from: https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/j.1477-

7053.2004.00135.x. 
13 LACLAU, Ernesto. On Populist Reason. New York: Verso. 2005, 276 p. 
14 BONIKOWSKI, Bart. Three Lessons of Contemporary Populism in Europe and the United States. In:  The 

Brown Journal of World Affairs [online]. Vol 23, no. 1, pp. 9-24 [cit. 27-12-2020]. Accessible from: 

http://berlin.wolf.ox.ac.uk/lists/bibliography/bib111bLSE.pdf
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/j.1477-7053.2004.00135.x
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/j.1477-7053.2004.00135.x
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Robert Barr15, or Mark Brewer16 then focused on aspects of populism, in the 

United States, but also in Europe. At the same time, the concept of populism 

recently became intertwined with political communication, marketing, and social 

media research. Authors like Diane Owen17 or Suzanne Elayan18 have dedicated 

their research to the analysis of social media, political discourse, and the impact 

of populism on politics spread through new digital channels. 

For the past few years, the traditional, well-established political parties and 

their members have been suffering from a steep decline in popularity. New 

political parties have been created across Europe and even though they might be 

positioned on the opposite sides of the right-left political spectrum, they are united 

by the “identity politics” and the personalized politics, usually encompassed by 

the leader of the political party. In personalized politics, traditional cleavages 

disappear, and voters identify themselves with politicians and their personal story 

rather than with the ideology and party policies. Authors like Diego Garzia19 or 

Lance Bennett20 have been focusing on personalized politics and the relationship 

between political parties and their followers. British political scientist Ian 

McAllister21 examined the impact of digital media and television on election 

 
https://scholar.harvard.edu/bonikowski/publications/three-lessons-contemporary-populism-europe-and-united-

states.  
15 BARR, Robert R. Populists, Outsiders and Anti-Establishment Politics. In: Party Politics  [online]. 2009, vol. 

15, pp. 29-48 [cit. 27-12-2020]. Accessible from: https://doi.org/10.1177/1354068808097890.  
16 BREWER, Mark D. Populism in American Politics. In: De Gruyter [online]. The Forum 2016; Vol. 14, no. 3, 

pp. 249-264 [cit. 27-12-2020]. Accessible from: https://www.degruyter.com/downloadpdf/j/for.2016.14.issue-

3/for-2016-0021/for-2016-0021.pdf. 

17 OWEN, Diana; DAVIS, Richard. Presidential communication in the Internet era. In: Presidential Studies 

Quarterly [online].  2008, Vol. 38, no. 4. pp. 658-673 [cit. 27-12-2020]. Accessible from: 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/41219707.  
18 ELAYAN, S., SYKORA, M.D. and JACKSON, T. “His tweets speak for themselves'': An analysis of Donald 

Trump's Twitter behaviour [online]. Presented at the Fourth International Journal of Press/Politics (IJPP) 

conference, Oxford, UK, 11-12 October 2018 [cit. 27-12-2020]. Accessible from: 

https://dspace.lboro.ac.uk/dspace-jspui/bitstream/2134/36380/1/manuscript_Elayan_et_al.pdf.  
19 GARZIA, Diego. The personalization of politics in Western democracies: Causes and consequences on 

leader–follower relationships. In: The Leadership Quarterly [online]. 2011, Vol. 22, no. 4. pp. 697-709 [cit. 27-

12-2020]. Accessible from: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1048984311000646.  
20 BENNETT, W. Lance. The Personalization of Politics: Political Identity, Social Media, and Changing Patterns 

of Participation. In: The Annals of the American Academy [online]. November 2012, Vol. 644, pp. 20 – 39, [cit. 

27-12-2020]. Accessible from: https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0002716212451428. 
21 MCALLISTER, Ian. The Personalization of Politics. In: DALTON, J. Russel & Hans-Dieter KLINGEMANN. 

The Oxford Handbook of Political Behavior [online]. 2007, pp. 571 – 588 [cit. 27-12-2020]. Accessible from: 

https://scholar.harvard.edu/bonikowski/publications/three-lessons-contemporary-populism-europe-and-united-states
https://scholar.harvard.edu/bonikowski/publications/three-lessons-contemporary-populism-europe-and-united-states
https://doi.org/10.1177/1354068808097890
https://www.degruyter.com/downloadpdf/j/for.2016.14.issue-3/for-2016-0021/for-2016-0021.pdf
https://www.degruyter.com/downloadpdf/j/for.2016.14.issue-3/for-2016-0021/for-2016-0021.pdf
https://www.jstor.org/stable/41219707
https://dspace.lboro.ac.uk/dspace-jspui/bitstream/2134/36380/1/manuscript_Elayan_et_al.pdf
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1048984311000646
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0002716212451428
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campaigning in the context of personalized politics. There also has been 

researching dedicated to leaders, parties, or even countries and how the 

personalization of politics looks there – like Donatella Campus focusing on Italy 

and France22 or Gideon Rahat and Tamir Sheafer focusing on Israel23. 

As proven above, numerous articles have been written on topics related to 

the concept of populism and the personalization of politics. However, these two 

concepts have started to be associated together only recently. The research 

combining these two concepts is not as extensive and there is still a lack of 

knowledge about their relationship. The first attempts tried to describe similarities 

and differences, but the broader context and specific case studies are still 

missing24. One of the ways how the research might combine populism and the 

mechanism of personalization of politics the focus on populist leadership. 

This thesis has the ambition to address numerous questions about populism, 

personalized politics, and the ways these two concepts form populist leadership 

with an influence over party politics itself. Through the comparative case study 

of two political leaders – Donald Trump during the 2016 presidential election; and 

Andrej Babiš during the parliamentary election in 2017 - it has the ambition to 

tackle the obstacles related to finding the most suitable definition of populism 

while assessing the relationship between populism and personalization of politics. 

First of all, this thesis wants to tackle the question of the right unifying 

definition of populism. The main argument is that with globalization and the post-

 
https://openresearch-

repository.anu.edu.au/bitstream/1885/19199/2/01_McAllister_The_Personalization_of_2007.pdf.  
22 CAMPUS, Donatella. Mediatization and Personalization of Politics in Italy and France: The Cases of 

Berlusconi and Sarkozy. In: The International Journal of Press/Politics [online]. January 31, 2020, Vol. 15, no. 

2, pp. 219-235 [cit. 27-12-2020]. Accessible from: 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1940161209358762.  
23 RAHAT, Gideon & Tamir SHEAFER. The Personalization(s) of Politics: Israel, 1949–2003. In: Political 

Communication [online]. 2007, Vol. 24, no. 1, pp. 65-80 [cit. 27-12-2020]. Accessible from: 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/10584600601128739.  
24 OSHRI, Odelia & Gideon RAHAT. The Politics of Personalisation and Populism [online]. Presented at the 

ECPR General Conference Universität Hamburg, Hamburg 22 – 25 August 2018. Accessible from: 

https://ecpr.eu/Events/Event/PaperDetails/40819.  

https://openresearch-repository.anu.edu.au/bitstream/1885/19199/2/01_McAllister_The_Personalization_of_2007.pdf
https://openresearch-repository.anu.edu.au/bitstream/1885/19199/2/01_McAllister_The_Personalization_of_2007.pdf
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1940161209358762
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/10584600601128739
https://ecpr.eu/Events/Event/PaperDetails/40819
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Gutenberg era, the conditions for analyzing the concept of populism have 

radically changed. Populist leaders and their political parties are not the same as 

populist leaders and/or populist parties in the past. The research stems from the 

main assumption that the debate about the most suitable definition mainly 

considering ideology or discourse is outdated and needs to take into account how 

the post-Gutenberg era changed the world, politics, and even the nature of 

concepts like populism. Based on a comparative analysis of two leaders that 

represent different political aspects (a type of the party, political system, party 

system), this thesis reevaluates three definitions of populism – ideology, 

discourse, and political style –to see which one, nowadays, suits the purpose of 

the research best. Populism as a political style is not as popular as the perception 

through the “ideology lenses” or “discourse lenses” and this thesis wants to 

change that. It defends the idea that these three theories are not mutually exclusive 

and on the contrary, they necessarily complement each other. It argues that 

populism should be understood as a combination of numerous aspects, requires a 

holistic approach and that each theory standing on its own does not present a 

complete picture. 

Secondly, with the comparison of ideology, discourse, and political style of 

these two candidates, it offers an insight into the populist leadership of Donald 

Trump and Andrej Babiš. The latter has been accused of copying the populist style 

of Donald Trump and inspiring himself in campaigning, Trump’s marketing, and 

the way he pursues his leadership. The first analytical chapter compares two 

political programs of each candidate, then the second one focuses on the populist 

discourse online and offline. The third analytical chapter includes the analysis of 

political campaigning, audio-visuals, and other aspects related to the populist style 

of both candidates. Overall, it offers a complex overview of two campaigns – 

Trump’s in 2016 and Babiš’ in 2017, stressing the actual similarities, but also 

differences in their populist leadership. 
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Last but not least, this thesis also explores the relationship between two 

concepts – populism and personalized politics, which together form the concept 

of populist leadership. The personalized politics theory shows that one political 

persona – the leader – is crucial for the policy creation and implementation and 

influences the party politics in their respective country. Even though leaders are 

central to many theories of populism, almost no studies are exploring the 

connection of populism and personalized politics into populist leadership itself. 

Scientists usually analyze what populism is, what aspects are proper to this 

phenomenon, and how it influences the masses (outward relationship), but the 

knowledge about the populist leadership and its impact on party politics (inward 

relationship) is still missing. While speaking about the populist leadership, 

authors only focus on populist discourse25 and avoid other aspects – like populist 

ideology or populist style. This thesis wants to explore the relationship between 

the personalization of politics and populism as ideology, discourse, and political 

style as well. It pre-supposes that populism usually cannot exist without 

personalized politics. These two then form populist leadership which reflects itself 

in every above-mentioned definition. It serves as a crucial argument in order to 

sell populist politics and consequently, it influences the party politics – political 

program, discourse, and party campaigning. 

At the same time, this research offers a brief insight into political marketing 

standards in the United States that are starting to appear in the Central European 

region as well. The human branding approach demonstrates how generic populist 

policies can be sold to the general public through a strong leader with a 

personalized message.  

 
25 SOARE, Sorina. Populism and Leadership: Is There Anything New Under the Sun? In: Studia Universitatis 

Babes-Bolyai Sociologia [online]. 2017. Vol. 62, no. 3, pp.121-149 [cit. 27-12-2020]. Accessible from: 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/320102737_Populism_and_Leadership_Is_There_Anything_New_Und

er_the_Sun.  

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/320102737_Populism_and_Leadership_Is_There_Anything_New_Under_the_Sun
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/320102737_Populism_and_Leadership_Is_There_Anything_New_Under_the_Sun
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After a brief introduction to the topic, the theoretical part further discusses 

numerous definitions of populism, as well as the personalization of politics and 

other related concepts. The core part of this comparative analysis that follows is 

divided into three parts, while each one includes a brief introduction mentioning 

the methodology, followed by the analysis. The third chapter deals with content 

analysis while defining populism as an ideology. This chapter analyzes the 

political program of both candidates during the 2016 (in the case of Donald 

Trump) and 2017 (in the case of Andrej Babiš) elections. It also discusses how 

the personalization of politics has influenced the policies of both leaders and their 

respective parties. The fourth chapter of the thesis focuses on populism as a 

discourse while examining the official statements of both politicians in traditional 

media, as well as their unofficial communication and publications on social 

media. Recurrent patterns of communication should also shed some light on the 

identity of the leader and how it influences the communication of his party. The 

fifth chapter is dedicated to the visual and strategic communication of the analysis. 

While examining populism as a political style, through the analysis of the 

communication campaign, and marketing with a focus on the concept of “human 

branding”, this thesis analyzes how the character and the actual persona of the 

leader influence the way the party interacts with the electorate. In the conclusion, 

I will offer the interpretation of the overall analysis. It will prove that the actual 

content of policies is not as relevant nowadays as the populist performance and 

style these populist leaders share. The personalized political milieu is perceived 

as the pre-condition for populists to sell their policies and forms the main 

argument of why people should vote for them in the first place. 

Only a better understanding of the aspects, characteristics, and tools that 

are helping populist leaders gain the hearts and minds of voters can bring the 

change and diminish their harmful influence in the future. This thesis wants to re-

open the discussion about the right definition while considering less popular 
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theories and insights, which are usually being overlooked, but still important for 

the analysis of the term. Consequently, it suggests taking a different approach and 

sees how the broader political milieu of personalized politics opens the door to 

populists that influence party politics and society as a whole. Finally, it has the 

ambition to set a solid ground for future research implementing behavioral 

sciences and psychology combined with marketing, while untangling the 

correlation between populism, the identity of a leader, and his leadership. 

1. Theoretical framework 

1.1. Definition of populism  
 

Recently, a big number of parties positioned across the left-right political 

spectrum – like the French extreme-right party Rassemblement National, but also 

Greek Syriza, which is extreme left, have been labeled as populist. 

 A large variety of parties with different political agendas, geographical 

location, or socioeconomic background have been marked as populist. A large 

variety of new political parties, as well as traditional ones, are sometimes not 

populist themselves, but their members that are usually party leaders, or at least 

the face of the party, are. 

 The question arises – what are the aspects that can classify all these parties 

and movements, from the US Tea Party to Austrian FPÖ as populist? What are 

the common features that can fit them under the umbrella term of populism? And 

what populist politicians share, if normally they are standing on the opposite sides 

of the political spectrum, pushing sometimes contradicting policies in comparison 

with other populists? Not even to mention their way of governing, but also their 

characteristics and their form of leadership. 

All these questions have been the center of attention of political scientists, 

as well as other members of academia, including sociology, psychology, or 
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economy. During the last few decades, social scientists have been trying to define 

the concept of populism. However, there is still no common agreement on what 

the proper definition of populism is and what aspects are crucial for fulfilling the 

criteria, and what aspects are only complementary with no causal relation to the 

populism itself. 

One of the most popular debates on this subject has been the conference 

that was held in 1967 at the London School of Economics and Political Science 

in London26. Isaiah Berlin with a group of other scientists was debating the 

possible definition of populism and what indicators might be necessary and proper 

to the concept. 

There were numerous ideas on how populism should be perceived – as a 

discourse, logic, ideology, or even strategy. At the end of this conference, there 

was still no common agreement about the definition of populism. 

On the other side are also political scientists and journalists claiming that 

looking for a definition of populism is factually wrong. John B. Judis, an 

American author, claims in his book The Populist Explosion: How the great 

recession transformed American and European politics that looking for a proper 

definition of populism is a mistake. “There is no set of features that exclusively 

defines movements, parties, and people that are called populist – from the Russian 

Narodniks to Huey Long, and from France’s Marine Le Pen to the late 

congressman Jack Kemp. As with ordinary language, even more so with ordinary 

political language, the different people and parties called ‘populist’ enjoy family 

resemblances of one to other, but not a set of traits can be found exclusively in all 

of them.27“ 

 
26 BERLIN, Isaiah, et al. To define populism. In: Government and Opposition [online]. 1968, pp. 137-179  [cit. 

27-12-2020].  Accessible from: http://berlin.wolf.ox.ac.uk/lists/bibliography/bib111bLSE.pdf. 
27 JUDIS, John B. The populist explosion: How the great recession transformed American and European 

politics. New Yok: Columbia Global Reports, 2016, pp. 13 – 14.  

http://berlin.wolf.ox.ac.uk/lists/bibliography/bib111bLSE.pdf
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Without looking for the exact indicators of populism, it also tends to be 

described as a “drunken guest at a formal dinner” hosted by democracy, that does 

not hesitate to disrespect social rules, but also brings up and names out loud the 

obvious problems and failures that every other guest has decided to ignore28. 

Populism itself is not a new phenomenon and the very first populist party 

has been established in the 1890s in the United States. The People’s party was a 

left-wing agrarian populist party with political agenda touching upon the 

monetary policy, nationalization of railroads, and other issues that have emerged 

in post-civil war America. 29 Nevertheless, since the end of the 19th century, 

populism has gone a long way, transformed itself, and readjusted the way 

academia, but also politicians and the public perceive it. 

The new wave of populism that hit Europe is usually associated with the 

1980s populist parties that have emerged as an opposition to the ruling elites and 

institutions in the pluralist democracy. Generally, there are few common traits 

these parties display: they refuse immigration stigmatized as a factor of the loss 

of the national-regional identity or sovereignty; negative feelings towards Europe, 

or simply globalization itself; and a strong sense of fear and demands to 

restauration of the authoritarian rule. The public sees them as parties picturing 

elites as corrupt and incapable of change, so illegitimate30. 

This new type of populism has been first mentioned in academic and public 

discussions in the Czech Republic as soon as in 2010. The main reason why is 

that prior to 2010, there has not been a sign of a successful populist party that 

might have influenced politics in the country. Before 2010, populism in the Czech 

Republic was mainly associated with the nationalist extreme right. Authors have 

 
28 BAKER, Peter C. ‘We the people’: the battle to define populism. In: The Guardian [online]. January 10, 2019  

[cit. 27-12-2020]. Accesible from: https://www.theguardian.com/news/2019/jan/10/we-the-people-the-

battle-to-define-populism. 
29 JUDIS, John B. The populist explosion: How the great recession transformed American and European 

politics. New Yok: Columbia Global Reports, 2016, pp. 21 – 25. 
30 TAGUIEFF, Pierre-André et al. Le retour du populisme. Un défi pour les démocraties européennes. France: 

Encyclopaedia Universalis France S.A. 2004, pp. 7 

https://www.theguardian.com/news/2019/jan/10/we-the-people-the-battle-to-define-populism
https://www.theguardian.com/news/2019/jan/10/we-the-people-the-battle-to-define-populism
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been also mentioning the lack of intellectual charismatic leaders, that could have 

engaged with the masses and penetrated the traditional political arena31. 

However, two main definitions of populism resonate in academia – 

populism as an ideology, and populism as a discourse. Nowadays, in the era of 

social media and instantaneous communication, it is also necessary to include a 

third definition – populism as a political style. 

1.1.1. Populism as an ideology 
 

One of the most famous authors that study populism is Cas Mudde, as he 

also has been one of the most visible proponents of populism as an ideology 

theory. In his article which is called The Populist Zeitgeist, he defines populism 

as “an ideology that considers society to be ultimately separated into two 

homogeneous and antagonistic groups, ‘the pure people ’versus ‘the corrupt 

elite’, and which argues that politics should be an expression of the volonté 

générale (general will) of the people”32. 

Even though populism is based on two opposing concepts – pluralism and 

elitism, it stands as an ideology itself. However, according to Mudde, it is not as 

“intellectually refined and consistent” as other ideologies we know. Mudde 

defines populism as a thin-centered ideology, that usually needs to be attached to 

other, bigger ideology. In this way, it is a subcategory of the ideologies that cannot 

stand by itself and it needs bigger ideologies – like fascism or liberalism. 

According to Mudde, there are no clear indicators of populism as an ideology, 

 
31 VOŽENÍLKOVÁ, Marcela. Personalizace politiky v České republice  Brno: 2018, pp. 145. 
32 MUDDE, Cas. The Populist Zeitgeist. In: Government and Opposition [online]. 2004, vol. 39, no. 4, pp. 542-

563 [cit. 27-12-2020]. Accesible from: https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/j.1477-

7053.2004.00135.x. 

 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/j.1477-7053.2004.00135.x
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/j.1477-7053.2004.00135.x
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e.g., a special type of communication – those are only facilitators rather than 

defining features33. 

Mudde also explains that the separation between the people and elites is the 

most crucial part of the definition. While people in the populist term represent a 

mythical all-encompassing entity, in real life it is not an all-inclusive society. 

Populists defend and push the agenda of the “people”, they are not revolutionary, 

rather reformists. Another aspect of populism is that it becomes active when there 

is a change occurring – a combination of persisting political antagonism, a threat 

to “our way of living” and the presence of a populist leader34. 

The vagueness of the definition of “the people” implies numerous problems 

connected to the methodology and operationalization of the theory. 

However, Ben Stanley in his article The Thin Ideology of Populism 

identifies four main concepts: 

• “The existence of two homogeneous units of analysis: ‘the people’ 

and ‘the elite’. 

• The antagonistic relationship between the people and the elite. 

• The idea of popular sovereignty. 

• The positive valorization of ‘the people’ and denigration of ‘the 

elite’.35” 

In order to examine populism as an ideology theory, qualitative research of 

party documents, leadership, and political programs is required. 

 
33 MUDDE, Cas. The Populist Zeitgeist. In: Government and Opposition [online]. 2004, vol. 39, no. 4, pp. 542-

563 [cit. 27-12-2020]. Accesible from: https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/j.1477-

7053.2004.00135.x. 
34 MUDDE, Cas. The Populist Zeitgeist. In: Government and Opposition [online]. 2004, vol. 39, no. 4, pp. 542-

563 [cit. 27-12-2020]. Accesible from: https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/j.1477-

7053.2004.00135.x. 
35 STANLEY, Ben. The thin ideology of populism. In: Journal of Political Ideologies [online]. 2008, Vol. 13, 

no. 1, pp. 95-110, [cit. 27-12-2020]. Accesible from: 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13569310701822289?journalCode=cjpi20.  

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/j.1477-7053.2004.00135.x
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/j.1477-7053.2004.00135.x
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/j.1477-7053.2004.00135.x
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/j.1477-7053.2004.00135.x
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13569310701822289?journalCode=cjpi20
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1.1.2. Populism as a discourse 
 

Another part of academia defines populism as a discourse. One of the most 

influential authors is Carlos De la Torre. In his book dedicated to populism in 

Latin America, he defines populism as “a rhetoric that forms a moral and ethical 

conflict between pueblo (the people) and oligarchs”36. 

Ernesto Laclau perceives populism as a discourse from a more abstract 

point of view. According to Laclau, populism is based on the „creation of “empty 

signifiers” – words or ideas that express a universal idea of justice and 

symbolically structure the political environment.37” Also, he defended the idea 

that populism is an integral component of democracy. 

Finally, Kirk Hawkins stresses the dualistic aspect of populism and the 

binary context of the political conflicts of two separate groups. He names five 

core principles of populist discourse: 

• “Manichean dualist approach 

• Identification of Good with people 

• Identification of Evil with corrupt elites, 

• Emphasis on a systematic change 

• Anything-goes approach towards minorities and democracy”38. 

As in the case of ideology, there is no common agreement about the best 

way of conducting discourse analysis to study populism. However, Mario Poblete 

in his article called How to assess populist discourse through three current 

approaches concludes that populism is “triggered by certain structural factors 

 
36 DE LA TORRE, Carlos. Populist Seduction In Latin America: The Ecuadorian Experience [online]. Athens: 

Ohio University Press, 2000, pp. 4 [cit. 27-12-2020]. Accessible from: 

http://www.ohioswallow.com/extras/9780896802797_chapter_1.pdf. 
37 LACLAU, Ernesto. On Populist Reason. New York: Verso. 2005, s. 69-71. 
38 HAWKINS, Kirk A. Is Chavez Populist?: Measuring Populist Discourse in Comparative 

Perspective. Comparative Political Studies [online]. 2009, vol. 42, no. 9, pp.1040-1067 [cit. 28-12-2020].  

Accessible from: http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0010414009331721. 

http://www.ohioswallow.com/extras/9780896802797_chapter_1.pdf
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0010414009331721
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and they all identify the presence of a leader to catalyze populist discourse39”. 

His research stressed the centrality of the leader to the populist discourse, but also 

other aspects – e.g., corruption in a context of social and economic crisis40. 

In order to analyze populism as a discourse, it is necessary to focus on 

speeches, public appearances of politicians, but also their posts on social media, 

through the discourse analysis. 

1.1.3. Populism as a political style 
 

Understanding populism as a political style is a relatively recent theory that 

still needs to be elevated to the level of two previously mentioned. However, it 

has slowly begun gaining popularity, mostly due to the changes in the information 

and media space. 

Instantaneous communication, 24/7 omnipresent broadcasting, the 

booming popularity of the internet, and the subsequent creation of social media 

have had a huge impact on politics as well. In this post-Gutenberg era, when the 

traditional media is on the decline and the well-established gatekeepers have 

become almost irrelevant, political communication changed as well. 

Two Australian political scientists, Benjamin Moffitt and Simon Tormey 

introduced the theory of populism as a political style in 2013 in the published 

article Rethinking Populism: Politics, Mediatisation and Political Style. The 

concept of political style is defined as “the repertoires of performance that are 

used to create political relations”41. 

 
39 POBLETE, Mario E. How to assess populist discourse through three current approaches. In: Journal of 

Political Ideologies  [online]. 2015, Vol. 20, no. 2, pp. 201-218 [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: 

https://doi.org/10.1080/13569317.2015.1034465.  
40 POBLETE, Mario E. How to assess populist discourse through three current approaches. In: Journal of 

Political Ideologies  [online]. 2015, Vol. 20, no. 2, pp. 201-218 [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: 

https://doi.org/10.1080/13569317.2015.1034465. 
41 MOFFIT, Benjamin and Simon TORMEY. Rethinking Populism: Politics, Mediatisation and Political Style. 

In: Political studies [online]. 2014, vol. 62, pp. 387 [cit. 28-12-2020]. Accessible from: 

https://doi.org/10.1111/1467-9248.12032.  

https://doi.org/10.1080/13569317.2015.1034465
https://doi.org/10.1080/13569317.2015.1034465
https://doi.org/10.1111/1467-9248.12032
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According to Moffitt and Tormey, populism is not a one-sided relationship, 

therefore it is an interaction between the populist leader and the electorate – a 

political performance. They claim that “the collapse of the legitimacy of 

‘traditional’ or ‘mainstream’ politics – characterized by the decline of ideological 

cleavages, the displacement of the class character of politics and the alienation 

of ordinary citizens from traditional party politics – has led to the increasing 

‘stylization’ of the political, whereby rather than these usual markers 

coordinating our experience of politics, ‘styles’ and ‘repertoires’ have taken on 

much greater resonance42.” 

Moffitt and Tormey mention three basic indicators of the populist style: 

• “Appeal to the people 

• Perception of the crisis, threat, or breakdown 

• Bad manners.43” 

Appeal to the people is the central concept of the populist style, which 

differentiates it from other political styles. At the same time, “the people” is the 

central audience and the reference object of populist leaders. 

Perception of a crisis only emphasizes the problems present in the society 

and these are related to breakdowns that might threaten the population. They 

might be associated with issues related to immigration or the economy. The 

language used by populists becomes simple and direct so politics can be perceived 

as instrumental. 

With direct and simple language, bad manners are also present. Political 

incorrectness is a tool that should demonstrate how different are populists from 

 
42 MOFFIT, Benjamin and Simon TORMEY. Rethinking Populism: Politics, Mediatisation and Political Style. 

In: Political studies [online]. 2014, vol. 62, pp. 387 [cit. 28-12-2020]. Accessible from: 

https://doi.org/10.1111/1467-9248.12032. 
43 MOFFIT, Benjamin and Simon TORMEY. Rethinking Populism: Politics, Mediatisation and Political Style. 

In: Political studies [online]. 2014, vol. 62, pp. 381 – 397 [cit. 28-12-2020]. Accessible from: 

https://doi.org/10.1111/1467-9248.12032. 

https://doi.org/10.1111/1467-9248.12032
https://doi.org/10.1111/1467-9248.12032
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the corrupt elite that tends to be highly technocratic. Usage of slang and swearing 

is implemented as well44. 

A radical change of the information space that has followed the emergence 

of the dot-com bubble also demands a new approach to political science and 

research as such. 

Kurt Sengul is one of very few authors that focuses on the theory previously 

introduced by Moffitt and Tormey. In his article called Populism, democracy, 

political style, and post-truth: issues for communication research reviews 

numerous concepts and approaches that are relevant to the study of populism too. 

He argues that populism should be studied through a holistic approach 

while focusing mostly on “its affective, communicative, and performative 

dimensions”45. Communication research – as he calls it – should be core to the 

understanding of populism. 

1.2. Definition of political personalization and personalized 
politics 

 

The conceptual framework of personalized politics is also a highly contested 

one. As in the case of populism, there is no common definition for this term. 

Political personalization might be defined as “a process in which the political 

weight of the individual actor in the political process increases over time, while 

the centrality of the political group (i.e., political party) declines.46”  

 
44 MOFFIT, Benjamin and Simon TORMEY. Rethinking Populism: Politics, Mediatisation and Political Style. 

In: Political studies [online]. 2014, vol. 62, pp. 381 – 397 [cit. 28-12-2020]. Accessible from: 

https://doi.org/10.1111/1467-9248.12032. 
45 SENGUL, Kurt. Populism, democracy, political style and post-truth: issues for communication research. In: 

Communication Research and Practice [online]. 2019,Vol. 5, no. 1, pp. 88-101. Accessible from: 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/22041451.2019.1561399?journalCode=rcrp20.  
46 RAHAT, Gideon & Ofer KENIG. From Party Politics to Personalized Politics?: Party Change and Political 

Personalization in Democracies [online]. Oxford University Press: 2018, pp. 117 [cit. 28-12-2020]. Accessible 

from: 

https://books.google.cz/books?id=aV9gDwAAQBAJ&lpg=PP1&dq=From%20Party%20Politics%20to%20Pers

onalized%20Politics%3F%3A%20Party%20Change%20and%20Political%20Personalization%20in%20Democr

acies&lr&hl=sk&pg=PP1#v=onepage&q=From%20Party%20Politics%20to%20Personalized%20Politics?:%20

Party%20Change%20and%20Political%20Personalization%20in%20Democracies&f=false.  

https://doi.org/10.1111/1467-9248.12032
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/22041451.2019.1561399?journalCode=rcrp20
https://books.google.cz/books?id=aV9gDwAAQBAJ&lpg=PP1&dq=From%20Party%20Politics%20to%20Personalized%20Politics%3F%3A%20Party%20Change%20and%20Political%20Personalization%20in%20Democracies&lr&hl=sk&pg=PP1#v=onepage&q=From%20Party%20Politics%20to%20Personalized%20Politics?:%20Party%20Change%20and%20Political%20Personalization%20in%20Democracies&f=false
https://books.google.cz/books?id=aV9gDwAAQBAJ&lpg=PP1&dq=From%20Party%20Politics%20to%20Personalized%20Politics%3F%3A%20Party%20Change%20and%20Political%20Personalization%20in%20Democracies&lr&hl=sk&pg=PP1#v=onepage&q=From%20Party%20Politics%20to%20Personalized%20Politics?:%20Party%20Change%20and%20Political%20Personalization%20in%20Democracies&f=false
https://books.google.cz/books?id=aV9gDwAAQBAJ&lpg=PP1&dq=From%20Party%20Politics%20to%20Personalized%20Politics%3F%3A%20Party%20Change%20and%20Political%20Personalization%20in%20Democracies&lr&hl=sk&pg=PP1#v=onepage&q=From%20Party%20Politics%20to%20Personalized%20Politics?:%20Party%20Change%20and%20Political%20Personalization%20in%20Democracies&f=false
https://books.google.cz/books?id=aV9gDwAAQBAJ&lpg=PP1&dq=From%20Party%20Politics%20to%20Personalized%20Politics%3F%3A%20Party%20Change%20and%20Political%20Personalization%20in%20Democracies&lr&hl=sk&pg=PP1#v=onepage&q=From%20Party%20Politics%20to%20Personalized%20Politics?:%20Party%20Change%20and%20Political%20Personalization%20in%20Democracies&f=false
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However, Gideon Rahat and Ofer Kenig in their book From Party Politics to 

Personalized Politics? Party Change and Political Personalization in 

Democracies mention that the opposite process to the political personalization is 

also possible – so-called depersonalization of politics47. 

Typology they propose contains three main categories of political 

personalization: 

• Institutional personalization; touching upon the government institutions 

or non-government institutions 

• Media personalization; focusing on controlled and uncontrolled media 

• Behavioral personalization; analyzing politicians’ behavior and voters’ 

behavior48. 

Political personalization and personalized politics are two overlapping, but 

factually different concepts. While political personalization is a process that 

requires longitudinal analysis, personalized politics describes an act, a specific 

situation, where individuals are more important than the group49. 

 Van Aelst et al. in their article The personalization of mediated political 

communication: A review of concepts, operationalizations, and key findings 

differentiate two types of personalization: individualization and privatization. 

 Individualization represents the shift of focus on individual politicians 

while the importance of political parties is being diminished, which does not 

necessarily mean the devaluation of public debate. 

 Privatization is a bit different than the individualization concept. 

Privatization focuses on the private lives of politicians and discusses aspects like 

family, past life and upbringing, leisure time, and love life. Even though it might 

 
47 Ibid. 
48 Ibid.  
49 PEDERSEN, Helen H & Gideon RAHAT. Introduction: Political personalization and personalized politics 

within and beyond the behavioural arena. In: Party Politics [online]. 2019, Vol. 20, no. 10, pp. 1-9 [cit. 28-12-

2020]. Accessible from: https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1354068819855712 . 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1354068819855712
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reduce the distance between voters and politicians, so people can identify and 

relate more to their political representatives, it risks posing a threat to the public 

debate. The importance of substantive content proper to political life is being 

overshadowed by the sensational news about the private lives of political 

representatives50. 

 Studies focusing on the personalization of politics are usually conducted in 

three arenas – studies of presidentialization, studies of party leaders’ effects in 

elections, and studies with varying empirical foci51. 

Generally, the personalization of politics consists of a few key aspects: 

• “Institutions may stress the individual politicians over collectives more 

than in the past 

• The way politics is presented to the citizens may stress the role of individual 

politicians. Electoral campaigns and propaganda may center increasingly 

on individual candidates and leaders instead of parties 

• People may increasingly perceive politics as a competition between 

individual politicians and leaders rather than organized collective interests 

• People may increasingly form their political preferences based on their 

images of individual political actors 

• People may increasingly make their political choices based on preferences 

formed on the basis of their evaluations of individual politicians 

• The choices citizens make based on their evaluations of individual 

candidates and leaders may decide the outcome of elections 

 
50 VAN AELST, Peter et al. The personalization of mediated political communication: A review of concepts, 

operationalizations and key findings. In: Journalism [online]. 2011, Vol. 13, no. 2, pp. 203-220 [cit. 28-12-

2020]. Accessible from: https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1464884911427802.  
51 KARVONEN, Lauri. The Personalisation of Politics: A Study of Parliamentary Democracies [online]. ECPR: 

2010, pp. 5-6 [cit. 28-12-2020]. Accessible from: 

https://books.google.cz/books?hl=cs&lr=&id=zcdMAQAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PP7&ots=dgJWj7IeLq&sig=PX

B5zGu1QFR1aTGLpfL0kUMYg48&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=foci&f=false.  

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1464884911427802
https://books.google.cz/books?hl=cs&lr=&id=zcdMAQAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PP7&ots=dgJWj7IeLq&sig=PXB5zGu1QFR1aTGLpfL0kUMYg48&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=foci&f=false
https://books.google.cz/books?hl=cs&lr=&id=zcdMAQAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PP7&ots=dgJWj7IeLq&sig=PXB5zGu1QFR1aTGLpfL0kUMYg48&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=foci&f=false
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• Ultimately, power relationships in politics and society may come to be 

decided based on the individual characteristics of politicians.52” 

1.2.1. Personalized leadership 
 

In opposition to the analysis of any leadership, the analysis of personalized 

leadership is mostly focusing on the mobilization of psychological resources. 

However, authors perceive this personalized leadership as a two-way street, 

focusing on both – leader as well as the targeted audience and their 

characteristics.53 

Generally, personalized leadership is characterized by three main aspects: 

• Undisputed role in their party 

• If they win the election, they must enjoy an undisputed role in the 

Cabinet as well 

• They must control who speaks for the party in the media54 

These three characteristics are reflected in three types of relationships: 

• Discourses: developed by personalized leaders to win over the electorate 

and develop a relationship with voters 

• The direct rapport of personalized leaders with citizens marked by 

clientelism, patronage, and media dominance 

• The reaction of citizens to personalized leaders is reflected in notoriety, 

popularity, and charisma55. 

 
52 KARVONEN, Lauri. The Personalisation of Politics: A Study of Parliamentary Democracies [online]. ECPR: 

2010, pp. 5 [cit. 28-12-2020]. Accessible from: 

https://books.google.cz/books?hl=cs&lr=&id=zcdMAQAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PP7&ots=dgJWj7IeLq&sig=PX

B5zGu1QFR1aTGLpfL0kUMYg48&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=foci&f=false.  
53 BLONDEL, Jean & Jean-Louis Thiebault. Political Leadership, Parties and Citizens: The Personalisation of 

Leadership [online]. Routledge: 2010, pp. 31 [cit. 28-12-2020]. Accessible from: 

https://books.google.cz/books?id=7raLAgAAQBAJ&lpg=PP1&lr&hl=cs&pg=PA43#v=onepage&q&f=false.   
54Ibid. 
55 Ibid. 

https://books.google.cz/books?hl=cs&lr=&id=zcdMAQAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PP7&ots=dgJWj7IeLq&sig=PXB5zGu1QFR1aTGLpfL0kUMYg48&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=foci&f=false
https://books.google.cz/books?hl=cs&lr=&id=zcdMAQAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PP7&ots=dgJWj7IeLq&sig=PXB5zGu1QFR1aTGLpfL0kUMYg48&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=foci&f=false
https://books.google.cz/books?id=7raLAgAAQBAJ&lpg=PP1&lr&hl=cs&pg=PA43#v=onepage&q&f=false
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The connection between two concepts – populism and personalized politics or 

specifically personalized leadership has been analyzed only occasionally. 

According to Mény and Surel, there is a strong link between populism and 

personalized leadership. It is the leadership that connects different kinds of 

populist tendencies. In this case, the populist leader did not acquire his superior 

position through a typical gradual process, but by imposing himself in a party that 

was previously struggling with instability and a weak institutional structure. This 

action occurs during the first phase of the establishment of the party, then it slowly 

dilutes56. 

Building on this theory, Taggart uses the personalization of leadership as a 

criterion for defining the concept of populism. These populist parties are based on 

a personalized charismatic leader, not typical inter-party dynamics and 

mechanisms. In this case, populism implies a strong personalized leader that can 

develop strong support inside the party, as well as win over the hearts and minds 

of the electorate57. Further research of this matter should focus on the nature of 

the relationship between personalized leadership and populism as well as on forms 

this populist personalized leadership might have in different cases – different 

populist parties (based on a structure, size, country). 

1.3. Concept of human branding 
 

The concept of branding has started to appear in political marketing almost 

two decades ago58. Mostly coming from the United States, the importance of 

marketing aspects in the case of political competition has been steadily growing. 

 
56 MENY, Yves & Yves SUREL. Par le peuple, pour le peuple: le populisme et les démocraties. Paris: Fayard, 

2000, pp. 102-117. 
57 TAGGART, Paul. New populist parties in Western Europe. In: Western European Politics [online]. 1995, vol. 

18, no. 1, pp. 34-51 [cit. 28-12-2020]. Accessible from: 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/01402389508425056. 
58 SCHNEIDER, Helmut. Branding in Politics—Manifestations, Relevance and Identity-Oriented Management. 

In: Journal of Political Marketing [online]. 2008, Vol. 3, no. 3, pp. 41-67 [cit. 28-12-2020]. Accessible from: 

https://doi.org/10.1300/J199v03n03_03.  

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/01402389508425056
https://doi.org/10.1300/J199v03n03_03
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The idea of political branding simply means that as in business, political parties 

and leaders can be conceptualized as brands59. Branding can usefully unify 

rational and emotional accounts of political behavior. 

“Selling” political leaders or parties has numerous advantages – politicians are 

not only known, but they also form an association in the minds of voters. 

According to Meffert, there are numerous advantages on the consumers part: 

“Typical branding functions are an easier identification of and with the “service” 

offered, an orientation aid in the form of an “information chunk,” a risk-reduction 

function in the sense of a confidence surrogate, as well as image and prestige 

aspects.60” 

Among others, there is one aspect of political branding – it creates a 

sentimental utility through generating feelings of group belonging and identity61. 

An American scholar, Michael Serazio, in his article Branding politics: Emotion, 

authenticity, and the marketing culture of American political communication 

examines the role of emotions in political marketing. Based on dozens of in-depth 

interviews conducted with US marketing specialists, he concludes that strategists 

manipulate texts that involve emotional evocation rather than rational 

deliberation. Achieving the feeling that candidate is authentic is the key. This is 

achieved through “branded candidates” and branding in political marketing62. 

2. Comparative content analysis of political programs 
 

 
59 NEEDHAM, Catherine & Gareth SMITH. Introduction: Political Branding. In: Journal of Political Marketing 

[online]. 2015, Vol. 14, no. 1-2, pp. 1-6 [cit. 28-12-2020]. Accessible from: 

https://doi.org/10.1080/15377857.2014.990828.  
60 SCHNEIDER, Helmut. Branding in Politics—Manifestations, Relevance and Identity-Oriented Management. 

In: Journal of Political Marketing [online]. 2008, Vol. 3, no. 3, pp. 51 [cit. 28-12-2020]. Accessible from: 

https://doi.org/10.1300/J199v03n03_03.  
61 SERAZIO, Michael. Branding politics: Emotion, authenticity, and the marketing culture of American political 

communication. In: Journal of Consumer Culture [online]. 2017, Vol. 17, no. 2, pp. 225-241 [cit. 28-12-2020]. 

Accessible from: https://doi.org/10.1177/1469540515586868.  
62 SERAZIO, Michael. Branding politics: Emotion, authenticity, and the marketing culture of American political 

communication. In: Journal of Consumer Culture [online]. 2017, Vol. 17, no. 2, pp. 225-241 [cit. 28-12-2020]. 

Accessible from: https://doi.org/10.1177/1469540515586868. 
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To analyze the populist personalized leadership and its influence on party 

politics, the theory of populism as an ideology is implemented in this second 

chapter of the research. 

For the analysis of populism as an ideology, the comparative content analysis 

of political programs will be conducted. Both candidates have presented their 

political programs respectively in 2016 and 2017. 

Each political program will be analyzed based on four indicators: 

• Social and environmental policy 

• Law and economics 

• Security and order 

• Education and culture. 

The main goal of this analysis is to see how the ideology of populism reflects 

itself in these two cases and how it differs in the case of Donald Trump and Andrej 

Babiš. The purpose of this comparative analysis is not a detailed comparison of 

the policies proper to each country and each party. On the other hand, it wants to 

offer a general overview of the aspects that are reflecting populist ideology while 

focusing on the main arguments of both candidates. At the same time, the analysis 

will focus on aspects of personalized leadership to see, whether there is its 

influence on the formulation of the program and consequently party politics, and 

what is its relationship with aspects of populism. 

2.1. The political program of the ANO movement with 
Andrej Babiš as a party leader 

 

The political program of the ANO movement that has been introduced in 2017 

consists of 22 main points that are covering a large variety of topics – from 

economy to sport, e-government, foreign policies, and many more. Altogether, it 
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comprises 45 pages that present how the ANO movement wants to change the 

political situation in the Czech Republic63. 

The document itself starts with a short introduction written by its leader, 

Andrej Babiš. Already in its second paragraph, he makes a direct division between 

the “corruption of traditional political parties” and his movement that was 

created as a protest against the “uncles and lobbyists that were ruling the country 

through the mistress of the prime minister”. According to Babiš, these politicians 

were trying to economize on behalf of the people while benefiting the Church 

during the Church restitutions. He also stresses how dishonest these “traditional 

politicians” were while attacking him with means like adopting a law referred to 

as Lex Babiš and throwing him out of the government before. He also mentions 

that all he and his party wanted was to “work with his coalition partners for the 

people” but these partners were going behind his back and tried to stop his fight 

against corruption. He also stresses that the state is not run by the prime minister, 

but “groups operating behind the scenes, lobbyists and consultants” while “using 

bureaucratic ploys” to prevent important laws from being adopted. 

In this short introduction, there is a clear presence of populist ideology, where 

a populist leader identifies himself with the people, their needs and values and 

promises to fight the corrupt elites and lobbyists. While defending the needs of 

the people, he blames the bureaucracy and the establishment for failures that did 

not deliver the promises beneficial to the people. At the same time, there are also 

signs of personalized politics. He mentions the direct attacks on his persona – e.g., 

Lex Babiš, so as he identifies himself with the people, it means that these 

traditional politicians attack and harm the people too. Through personalizing the 

harm, he draws a thick line between the people and corrupt elites.  In his statement 

“We will not be lying, we will not be stealing, we will fight the corruption and the 

 
63 ANO 2011. Teď nebo nikdy: Ten jediný program, který potřebujete [online]. 2017, pp. 44, [cit. 27-12-2020]. 

Accessible from: https://www.anobudelip.cz/file/edee/2017/09/program-hnuti-ano-pro-volby-do-poslanecke-

snemovny.pdf. 

https://www.anobudelip.cz/file/edee/2017/09/program-hnuti-ano-pro-volby-do-poslanecke-snemovny.pdf
https://www.anobudelip.cz/file/edee/2017/09/program-hnuti-ano-pro-volby-do-poslanecke-snemovny.pdf
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unthrift, and we will work for the people and our country”, he indirectly implies 

that traditional politicians are cheaters and thieves, but he and his movement will 

only represent the demands and needs of the people and the country they work 

for. 

Then he focuses on four principal aspects of this political program – security, 

efficient and profitable state, investments into the country, and investments into 

our people. 

In the part dedicated to security, he mentions the “necessity of the protection 

of the national identity” and the security of citizens in the light of illegal migration 

and terrorist attacks. Identity politics is usually associated with personalized 

politics, securitization of threats, and national populism. Apart from that, he also 

mentions the need to preserve financial security while keeping the Czech crown 

as a currency instead of adopting the euro and the protection of resources like 

water, but also alimentation and energy security. 

The second part dedicated to an efficient and profitable state, stresses the “low 

taxes, high wages” rhetoric and the elimination of the national debt. However, 

fight against clientelism, the corruption that is “stealing from us all” should be 

eliminated while protecting the whistleblowers. Babiš also mentions the West-

inspired reform of the Parliament, smaller government, huge and ineffective 

bureaucracy, and lack of transparency. These reforms of government or 

parliament are usually associated with the trends of personalized politics and the 

steep decline of traditional politics. Reduction of the apparatus and the 

simplification of the institutions tend to be tied to politicians, usually leaders while 

reducing the importance of the whole party and traditional establishment. 

In the third part dedicated to the investments into the country, Babiš promises 

innovations in various fields – like transportation, culture, social structure, or 

historical heritage. He, again, stresses that he wants to make sure that the Mucha 

Gallery will be built. His personal achievements and skills serve him as a 
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guarantee to fulfill his promises, so when ANO gets elected, he will make it done 

and it will be, again, his achievement. His character overshadows the party, which 

proves the presence of personalized leadership. 

In the fourth part called investments for our people, he targets the vulnerable 

part of the society – elderly, people fighting injustice, doctors, and teachers that 

are the weakest point of the Czech economy – while working a lot but gaining a 

little. He uses populist rhetoric to promise higher wages to those in need. 

At the end of his personal introduction, there is a clear reference to 

personalized politics and his leadership that is reflected in party politics. Babiš, 

before his debut in politics, was a successful businessman and manager of his own 

companies. In this way, his managerial and entrepreneurial leadership influences 

the party politics. “We want to prove that we can be active, efficient, and loyal 

employees of this awesome family company called the Czech Republic and which 

belongs to you,” he claims at the end of his introduction. This demonstrates that 

he wants to rule the Czech Republic as one of his many companies while working 

for the people. In this case, personalized leadership is directly linked to populist 

claims. 

With regards to social and environmental policy, there are four points of this 

political program that fit into this category. In the 14th point of the program 

dedicated to work and social politics, ANO focuses on the amelioration of the 

situation for retired people and the elderly, as well as on the improvement of social 

security and health care in general. While improving the standards for children 

and transparency while evaluating the pensions and subsidies for people in need, 

ANO wants to increase the minimum wage, better access to social and health care 

for everyone, resolve the charge of distraints and fight the bureaucracy that 

imposes complications with regards to the social services. The 17th point of the 

program is dedicated to the environment. In this part, ANO promises to protect 

the natural heritage with a particular focus on water resources. Among other 
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promises, it wants to offer subsidies to homeowners that are using old heating 

technology that causes an increased amount of air pollution. Generally, ANO 

wants to protect the natural resources for the public good and welfare. In the 18th 

point that is dedicated to agriculture, ANO draws the connection between the 

membership in the European Union and the lack of self-sufficiency with regards 

to the production of food and alimentation. According to ANO, this has a direct 

impact on national pride, patriotism, and the respect of traditions that need to be 

renewed. While supporting the national agriculture, the program wants to protect 

the national interests and preserve its heritage in front of the rules of the EU, 

however, while largely benefiting from the EU subsidies. Even though ANO tries 

to strike the “national pride” chord and defend the people in front of the EU 

regulations with its populist claims, it needs the EU subsidies to do so. In the 19th 

point of the program that focuses on healthcare, ANO wants to improve health 

care in the Czech Republic and assure equal access for everyone. Among other 

claims, it focuses on achieving to have enough “Czech personnel” in the 

hospitals, which indirectly implies the intent to increase the number of foreign 

doctors serving in Czech hospitals. While it implies patriotic and nationalist 

rhetoric, it does not necessarily mean a better quality of healthcare. Another aspect 

of how personalized leadership reflects itself on party politics is that ANO wants 

to implement new managerial systems and leadership in state hospitals. 

The Law and order category of this analysis comprises the biggest part of the 

political program. In the 1st point dedicated to state efficiency, numerous reforms 

of political institutions and voting system are presented. As mentioned above, the 

reforms of the two-round election to one-round elections is one of the traits of 

personalized politics that relies heavily on leadership and political personas, rather 

than on traditional established parties. At the same time, reducing the number of 

ministries represents another simplification of politics that is associated with the 

decline of traditional political parties in Europe. This point also directly attacks 
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the previous political establishment that is not efficient and instead, uses its 

mandate as a “travel agency” with reimbursement of their personal expenses. In 

the 2nd point that deals with fighting corruption, overall, ANO wants to improve 

transparency and approve the whistleblowers’ law. It claims that fighting 

corruption is their number one priority, which, perfectly fits the populist ideology. 

In the 3rd point, ANO wants to implement so-called eGovernment, which implies 

the digitalization of government and the complex digital services while assuring 

the highest IT security and access to the internet for everyone. In the end, it should 

simplify the complicated bureaucracy that is, according to ANO, currently in 

place. In the 4th point, the program deals with the finances, taxes, and the 

economy. The biggest part is dedicated to the promise of lower taxes, the stability 

of the state budget, and the reduction of the national debt. In the 5th point of the 

program which deals with foreign policy, ANO stresses the respect of human 

rights and democratic values. It confirms the orientation of the Czech Republic 

towards its NATO allies and other EU member states, however, wants to reform 

the way the EU works. ANO perceives that the EU favors bigger states and the 

decision-making is not balanced. It promises to work closely with France, 

Germany, and Great Britain as well as with the states of V4. At the same time, it 

promises to work with the United States, utilize the economic potential of China, 

and work on a relationship with Russia. Illegal migration should be taken care of 

by states, without imposing the obligations of the EU. While discussing terrorism 

and extremism, ANO claims that it “fully shares the concerns of our people”, 

which demonstrates another aspect of populist identification with the people. 

While focusing on development aid, it wants to also focus on economic 

diplomacy. The 6th point of this program deals with the economy and energy 

resources. ANO wants to support mainly the high-tech companies and startups 

while assuring energy self-sufficiency. In the 7th point, ANO wants to support 

entrepreneurship. It focuses mainly on small and middle-sized enterprises with a 

particular focus on family businesses, crafts, and technology. It wants to erase 
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complicated bureaucracy and support the export of Czech skills abroad. The 8th 

point of the program wants to invest heavily in the state infrastructure, railways, 

and highways with PPP financial projects. The 9th point deals with the investments 

in the regions and promises a wide scale of investment projects, focusing on the 

elderly, socially disadvantaged communities, kids, and many more. The 21st point 

of the program focuses on tourism. ANO pledges to support and develop the 

potential that lies in tourism and expand its horizons, so tourists would not only 

visit Prague, but also other regions. One of the most remarkable aspects is the 

focus on CzechBrand and the Czech brand identity. This new marketing approach 

might again reflect the managerial approach of Babiš towards policies and the 

personalized politics itself. 

The area of security and order is covered by four points in this political 

program. In point number 10, ANO deals with the external security of the state. 

The program stresses the protection of national identity while confirming the pro-

NATO orientation, confirmed by the promise to fulfill the 2% condition by 2024. 

It also stresses the importance of protecting the external European borders and 

resolving the issue of illegal migration by intervening in the countries of origin. 

At the same time, it also wants to invest in technology and fight the new hybrid 

warfare. Point number 11 deals with domestic security. While focusing on 

investments into police and fire departments, it also wants to implement new 

counterterrorism measures. Meanwhile, ANO wants to simplify the state 

administration and get rid of bureaucracy. In the 12th point, the program deals with 

new reforms of the justice department. Among others, it wants to reform the 

system dealing with distraints and debts of the people. In the 13th point, ANO 

deals with consumer protection. It wants to inform the public about their rights, 

support the out-of-court dispute resolutions, and modify the legislation to make it 

more efficient and comprehensible. 
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The last part of this analysis deals with the areas of education and sport consist 

of four points. In the 15th point of the program, ANO promises to elevate the 

quality of education at every level, while offering higher wages to teachers. It also 

stresses that schools should be directed with better management skills and with 

smaller administrative charges. The 16th point is focusing on research and 

innovation. ANO supports the start-up culture, smart technologies, and 

investments into IT while connecting Czech students and scientists with their 

homologs from all around the globe through different communication channels. 

Point number 20 deals with the investments in the cultural infrastructure and 

cultural promotion of Czech heritage. In the last 22nd point, the program wants to 

invest in the development of sport and sports infrastructure, assuring the highest 

quality and competitiveness of sport in the Czech Republic. 

Overall, this political program that the ANO movement presented prior to the 

2017 parliamentary election does not particularly reflect any kind of ideology, 

even the populist one is almost missing. The political platform fits the definition 

of a catch-all party that tries to appeal to the wider spectrum of the electorate. It 

usually offers solutions that fit everyone – elderly, youth, entrepreneurs, teachers, 

healthcare workers… It exploits the vulnerabilities and the weakest parts of the 

society that feel like they are being forgotten. Promising lower taxes and higher 

wages, investments into the culture, transportation, education, environment, and 

technology is a straight path towards general contentment, and the traditional 

divisions on the right-wing spectrum are being erased.  

However, considering the definition of populism as an ideology, there are very 

few indicators present. The most visible populist claims are in the introduction 

written by Andrej Babiš himself, as proved at the beginning of this analysis and 

it would be considered more as a discourse than the actual content of policies. The 

people vs. corrupt elites appears only in a few points of the program while bashing 

the previous elites as incompetent in the part discussing the transportation as “the 
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politicians quickly forgot right after 1989 (about the importance of an efficient 

and complex infrastructure that should be serving all the country)”. The same 

appears to be the case in the part discussing the judiciary system while stressing 

that “Law and courts are not there for the lawyers, but the citizens”. 

Another aspect of populism as an ideology is visible when ANO tries to 

diminish the work of the administrations and accuses it of being too complicated 

with a useless amount of bureaucracy. In this way, ANO wants to “…decrease 

the amount of bureaucracy and administrative burden imposed on the institution 

of police” or even guarantee accessible health care and social services without 

excessive bureaucracy. Revolting against the establishment and refusing the 

administrative mechanism by perceiving it as unnecessarily vast is another way 

of blaming the current elites for being not efficient enough. 

Elites do not necessarily need to be accused of being corrupt, painting the 

picture where they are also lazy, inefficient, and incompetent is another aspect of 

populism. “(Parliament) should not be a travel agency, but ant efficient tool to 

adopt new legislation” or “Ministers will be working efficiently. They will be 

primarily focusing on the Czech Republic and similar to Senators or Deputies, 

they will not use their mandates as travel agencies” only demonstrates that ruling 

elites are not working at all, enjoying the travel options their mandates offer them. 

On the other hand, some aspects are signaling that the political milieu is being 

influenced by the personalization of politics as well. The reforms of the senatorial 

voting system, as well as the reduction of ministries, replicates the reforms of the 

Western countries where the focus on traditional parties is on the decline, while 

the importance of political leaders and “faces” of the party is on the rise. 

Policymaking relies more on personalities rather than well-established political 

parties. A few characteristic traits of Andrej Babiš are also being reflected in his 

political program and party politics. As previously mentioned, he wants to run the 

state as he runs his companies. That is why, in numerous cases, he wants to 
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implement new managerial measures in hospitals, schools, or even in the field of 

research and innovation. At the same time, he focuses on marketing aspects that 

were usually proper to private businesses – like rebuilding the brand of the Czech 

Republic and selling the brand identity. His own character, skills, and capabilities 

serve as a guarantee that the party will not let the people down. 

While both concepts are visible – personalization of politics and populist 

ideology, the former is overshadowing the latter. While populist leader usually 

uses populism to win the hearts and minds of the people and to acquire a leading 

role in the party, the ANO movement reflects Babiš’ own personality even without 

the connection to populism. The party program uses populist claims only 

occasionally and it is a catch-all centrist party rather than a populist one. 

According to Mudde, the populist ideology should be attached to a bigger one. 

However, in this case, the catch-all parties are initially lacking any particular 

ideology to attract as many voters as possible. One that is implicitly included in 

the program is liberalism in general, but it does not help in any way with the 

analysis. The Babiš’ appeal is not built on populist ideology, it only serves as a 

support mechanism to deliver the message to the broader audience. Every member 

of the society can find something relatable in this program, but this would be the 

case even without the populist claims. Rather than populism, it is the set of 

personal traits that Andrej Babiš possesses that serves as the main argument for 

potential voters. His populist claims (e.g. attacking the opposition) only serve as 

a contrast to his glorification. To conclude, it seems like personalized politics is 

the center of this political program and populism serves only as a mobilization 

technique for wider audiences. 

2.2. The political program of Donald Trump as a Republican 
party candidate 

 

The political agenda of presidential candidates in the United States is presented 

differently than it is in the case of party leaders in parliamentary elections in 
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Europe. In parliamentary elections, the main source presenting the party-political 

agenda is a complex document reviewing the ambitions and promises of the 

running party, accessible to the general public, as is the case of the ANO 

movement. 

In the case of the US presidential elections, bipartisanship assures that the 

general policy orientations of each party are well established and known by the 

public. Usually, voters identify as either Democrat or Republican, even though 

changes and shifts in political believes might occur. Party politics might be 

influenced by the leader and move on the traditional political spectrum (lean 

towards the extremes, or even more to the center), however, the traditional 

premises and well-established policy orientations stay the same. 

In this way, presidential candidates announce their political agenda through 

campaigning, numerous rallies, or their public appearances and interviews with 

the media. Usually, the coherent and official political program in a text form as 

we know in Europe does not exist. To analyze the political program of Donald 

Trump in 2016, I draw the content from various sources: The Donald Trump’s 

Contract with the American Voter64, his official website www.promiseskept.com, 

enriched by articles published on reliable websites like The Washington Post65, 

BBC66, or Politifact67, summarizing the achievements and political program of 

Donald Trump. 

During his presidential campaign, Donald Trump has made a great number of 

promises that can be classified as overturning the policies of his predecessor 
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Barack Obama. This main trait is visible in all four categories of this analysis, 

while the promises try to negate the policies introduced by the Obama 

administration. 

In the case of social and environmental policies, there was a couple of 

campaign promises that have been trying to diminish and undermine the 

consensus about global warming. One of these was the decision to quit the Paris 

climate deal that has been signed by the Obama administration. The United States 

officially quit the agreement on November 4th, 2020. Another promise that has 

been denying the importance of protecting the environment is the claim that 

according to Donald Trump, the Environmental Protection Agency should 

disappear as well. However, environmental issues are not the only ones that 

should reshape the policy orientations. Trump wishes to repeal and replace 

Obamacare. This healthcare system was implemented by his predecessor that 

extended healthcare to the estimated 15% of the citizens that were not covered. In 

general, Republicans hate the bill, as they claim that it imposes too many costs on 

businesses and interferes with private businesses and individuals. On the other 

hand, Trump wants to preserve programs like Social Security, Medicare, and 

Medicaid. At the same time, the Republican nominee wants to “fire "the corrupt 

and incompetent" leaders of the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs68”. While 

assuring better access to healthcare for veterans, he wants to invest heavily into 

the transition programs that would help veterans adapt better to their everyday 

lives and increase funding for the treatment of mental health issues related to their 

military service. He also briefly mentioned increased funding for drug treatment. 

Topics assigned to the law and economics category are related to Trump’s 

campaign slogans like Make America Great Again, Start Winning Again, or Let’s 

 
68 JOHNSON, Jenna. Here are 76 of Donald Trump’s many campaign promises. In: The Washington Post 
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Bring Back Jobs to the United States69. One of the biggest promises was related 

to the huge tax cuts Trump promised to introduce. Mainly, he promised to lower 

the corporate tax rate and bring in huge tax cuts for working Americans. The 

Republican tax plan was then approved in December 2017 and mostly fulfills 

Trump’s promises to the electorate. At the same time, he claimed to cut the US 

federal regulations to the large and small businesses, which he successfully 

delivered. Another point of his campaign was focused on trade deals like NAFTA, 

TPP, or deals with China, which he claimed to be disadvantageous to the United 

States. Attached to this, there was another promise to bring back the 

manufacturing jobs. "I will use every lawful presidential power to remedy trade 

disputes, including the application of tariffs," claimed Trump70, while promising 

to impose import taxes and tariffs on goods imported from China or Mexico. 

China was labeled as “a currency manipulator”71 and Trump promises a trade 

war to stop China from extorting the United States. His approach to China was 

not the only shift in foreign policy orientations. Right after Obama’s political 

détente towards Cuba, Donald Trump announced that he would reverse the 

Obama “one-sided” deal to reopen diplomatic relations. During his campaign, he 

also pledged to move the U.S. embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem. While he also 

promised to completely clear the $18 trillion national debt by "vigorously 

eliminating waste, fraud, and abuse in the federal government, ending redundant 
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government programs and growing the economy to increase tax revenues"72, he 

wanted to heavily invest in infrastructure (mainly rebuilding bridges and airports). 

Within the framework of security and order, Donald Trump introduced several 

hardline ideas. The main issue that became his trademark was illegal migration. 

Donald Trump promised to build a wall on the U.S. – Mexican border that Mexico 

would pay for. His divisive rhetoric did not only touch Hispanic communities and 

migrants from South America. He also targeted the Muslim communities with the 

package of executive orders usually called the Muslim ban, that banned travelers 

from Iran, Libya, Somalia, Syria, Yemen, Nigeria, Eritrea, Sudan, Tanzania, 

Kyrgyzstan, and Myanmar, but also Venezuela and North Korea from entering 

the United States. At the same time, Trump pledged to ban completely Syrian 

refugees from entering the United States, while creating the database of Muslims 

residing in the country and kicking out those Syrian refugees that had already been 

living there. Among these measures, he planned on surveilling mosques and 

deporting all illegal migrants, for example, beneficiaries of the DACA program. 

Abroad, he pledged to eradicate ISIS, but on the other hand, leave the Middle East 

and bring the troops home. Whilst ending the U.S. military deployments overseas, 

namely in Afghanistan and Syria, he wanted to increase military spending and 

promised to "… to build a military that's going to be much stronger than it is right 

now. It's going to be so strong, nobody's going to mess with us73". His nationalistic 

focus also reflects the promise to “ditch” NATO which is, according to him, an 

“obsolete” organization. Renegotiating the Iran nuclear deal was another point of 

his campaign, as he suggested that the Obama administration was too soft with 

regards to the issue. Donald Trump planned on reshaping the judiciary with not 

only appointed SCOTUS justices but also with hundreds of conservative judges 
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at lower federal courts. Gun rights were another resonating topic of his campaign 

– he wanted to “find ways to arm more of the "good guys" like him who can take 

out the "sickos”74. 

Education and culture have culminated a disproportionally smaller amount of 

attention during Trump’s presidential campaign. He supported the de-

centralization of the regulation of education by the elimination of the Department 

of Education, he also mentioned the cuts on budget dedicated to research and 

space exploration, and his only promise how to make education better was to 

abolish gun-free zones and military bases at schools, which should prevent mass 

shootings from happening. 

Overall, the presidential campaign of Donald Trump demonstrates libertarian, 

nationalist, and extreme-right traits while perfectly corresponding to the definition 

of populism as an ideology. The whole political program is divisive in nature, 

relying on us vs. them rhetoric. With his policies, Trump is trying to present a 

divided world, where the United States is separated from everyone else – different 

countries, nations, or religions. The United States should turn inwards and build 

a literal wall between us – Americans, and the – South Americans; or an imaginary 

wall separating Americans from everyone else - Muslims, Canadians, Chinese, 

Cubans, NATO allies... Only in this way, the United States can get “back on track” 

and restore the national economy while creating new jobs, reducing the national 

debt, and investing in infrastructure. 

Another aspect of populism that is present in this political campaign is the 

people vs. the corrupt elite. Donald Trump has built his political program on 

bashing his political predecessors and criticizing their policies. As previously 

mentioned, his political program is based on destroying the legacies of the Obama 

administration – Iran nuclear deal, Paris agreement, Obamacare, restoration of the 
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U.S. – Cuban relationships, and many others. He wants to “fire "the corrupt and 

incompetent" leaders of the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs75” which also 

proves that previous administrations were incompetent and caused the decay of 

American prominence and exceptionalism. He pushes his promise even further 

when he pledged to prosecute his political opponent – Hilary Clinton – and “lock 

her up” for her use of the private email server while serving as a Secretary of 

state. This division is also embedded in his MAGA slogan as he promises that he 

will be the leader of the “good people” and will represent them correctly. 

On the other hand, there is also a strong personalization of politics present. 

Trump tends to narcissistically glorify himself as “the greatest jobs president that 

God ever created”76, or as the only person that could reduce the national debt 

because thanks to his successful businesses, he knows “the Wall Street people 

probably better than anybody knows them"77. His image of a hard-working official 

is reflected in his campaign promises that he will never take a vacation while 

serving as president. Even though the basis of political orientations reflects the 

Republican ideology, his character, and personal traits push the policies towards 

the extremes. "No one is going to touch us, because I'm so unpredictable78" was 

another of his campaign promises that summarize how his persona would 

influence politics and international relations. He was not a politician before this 

bid for the presidency, so he is not one of those corrupt elites, so he will say 

politically incorrect things because the country cannot waste its time with political 

correctness. His entrepreneurial spirit promises to “Take the brand of the United 
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States and make it great again.79" and bring back the American dream. Trump 

claims to be a successful businessman that is used to win, that even his politics 

will be full of winning – “We're going to win so much -- win after win after win -

- that you're going to be begging me: 'Please, Mr. President, let us lose once or 

twice. We can't stand it anymore.' And I'm going to say: 'No way. We are going 

to keep winning. We are never going to lose. We're never, ever going to lose."80. 

In the case of Donald Trump, the concept of populism and personalized politics 

are intertwined. He uses his very own success to win over the electorate, as well 

as the party members to convince them that his personal traits, character, and 

experiences will bring the change to the United States that the people are willing 

to see. He relies on his unpredictability and his own achievements to guarantee a 

drastic change in U.S. politics. 

The political program itself is based on the Republican platform, however, the 

character of Donald Trump pushes the basic premises towards extremes. The most 

visible influence of his persona on the party policies is seen with regards to 

immigration, where he proposes extreme-right solutions (like the Muslim ban). 

He is deeply skeptical about the liberal global order and challenges previous 

foreign policy orientations. The definition of populism as an ideology helped to 

promote his (sometimes extremist) agenda and is attached to theories like 

libertarianism, conservativism, and other extreme right aspects. Instead of 

solutions, he mainly pinpoints the problems that only he can fix. 

His whole program is divisive, not only he uses us vs. them policies targeted 

against the elites, but he also attacks minorities and his understanding of the 
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concept of the people is not homogenous. Instead, he divides even the people 

between right and wrong (Muslim, migrants, Chinese, etc.) 

Even though it is normal that presidential candidates shape policies with their 

own personal preferences, Donald Trump redefining the new normal and sell it to 

the people and his fellow Republicans through populism and his charm. 

2.3. Conclusion of the comparative content analysis 
 

Both candidates – Donald Trump and Andrej Babiš – are accused of being 

populist and manipulating the public. However, there is a slight difference 

between their political programs and the way they communicate them to the 

people. 

Even though each program is conceptually different and they both reflect the 

historical, social, geographical, and economic realities of each country, political, 

and party system, the actual presence of populist ideology is also different in these 

two cases. 

First of all, the definition of populism as an ideology proved to be not suitable 

enough to explain the whole concept by itself. The definition is too vague, and it 

is based on its thin-centered nature and the attachment to bigger ideologies. In the 

case of a catch-all party like ANO, it is hard to fulfill this condition. The actual 

content of policies reflects the attacks on elites in both cases, however, the concept 

of the people is different. While the policies presented by Andrej Babiš are 

inclusive and perceive the people as a whole population, Donald Trump does not 

see the people as a homogenous group and excludes categories like migrants, 

Muslims, or even those who vote for Democrats. 

Secondly, the concept of personalized politics was visible in both cases. Trump 

and Babiš both used their professional achievements and personal traits as a 

guarantee that their politics will be successful. In the case of Andrej Babiš, it had 
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an impact on the political program of the party – as we wished to run the 

government as a family business, and he wanted to implement the managerial 

processes on numerous levels. On the other hand, Donald Trump has created his 

political program on division, accusations, and blame. Even though his policies 

mirror the GOP policy orientations, he pushed the topics like immigration and 

foreign policy to the extremes while implementing populist narratives and 

justifying these drastic shifts as the much-needed change after his corrupt and 

incompetent predecessors. His political program is based on the premise of us vs. 

them, people vs. the corrupt elite. His personal experience, success, and even 

character (like his unpredictability, or his supposedly hard-working nature) are 

crucial elements that complement the populist nature of his policies, which are 

attached to extreme right narratives, conservatism, and libertarian tendencies. 

Finally, methodological limitations of the theory cannot precisely describe the 

nuances of populist ideology, and a dichotomic nature of the concept limits the 

analysis. Instead of a populist or not-populist approach, the multi-dimensional 

measurement would help. Perception of populist ideology as a measurable 

concept on a scale would be more beneficial in order to compare political 

programs. Then the question would be how populist these policies are, rather than 

only assuming whether they are populist or not. 

3. Critical discourse analysis of political communication 
 

This chapter of the thesis is focusing on the concept of populism as a discourse 

and through Hawkins’ understanding of the term81, it tries to analyze and compare 

numerous aspects of the discourse of two political candidates. 
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In order to obtain a complex overview and a deeper understanding of the issue, 

there are two main categories of discourse that will be analyzed: 

1. Formal discourse – scripted, as well as immediate interactions (rallies, 

campaigns, media statements, political debates, and speeches) 

2. Informal discourse (post on social media, interactions with voters) 

This analysis of the discourse will be conducted with the critical discourse 

analysis (CDA) method, based on Fairclough’s definition of discourse. 

According to Fairclough, the discourse should be understood in three 

dimensions: 

1. So-called Genres – part of the social activity of the practice 

2. So-called Discourse – that is created based on a representation 

3. So -called Styles – façon d’être 

Fairclough’s methodology is divided into three separated, but permeable 

categories, based on which every part of this chapter will be analyzed: 

1. Description – The text is analyzed based on a linguistic method with a 

particular focus on vocabulary, grammar, and its structure 

2. Interpretation – the main goal is to clarify what is already known to the 

participants, in this case, the context of the discourse 

3. Explanation – which is focused on the relationship between the 

interpretation and social context, trying to explain the discourse as a social 

practice. The most important aspects are social determinants, ideology, and 

the effect of the discourse82. 
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3.1. CDA of the discourse of Andrej Babiš 

3.1.1. CDA of the formal discourse 
 

In this part of the research, the data has been drawn from the sources like 

pre-election political debates streamed on national television and interviews in the 

media – newspapers or radio broadcasting. 

From the descriptive point of view, the language that Andrej Babiš uses is 

a perfect combination of the formal and informal vocabulary – so he seems to be 

educated and skilled enough but at the same time close to the public and a regular 

Czech voter. Other than that, there are two main categories of the vocabulary that 

are important for the purpose of this analysis – words with negative connotations, 

usually associated with his political opponents: and the technical, elevated 

language. 

In his discourse, Andrej Babiš mainly uses technical, administrative words 

with political or economic connotations while quoting various statistics in his 

favor. Words like the national debt, surplus budget, dividends, pension increase, 

micro-management, managerial processes imply that the candidate has a solid 

knowledge of the state affairs, economy, and politics that is needed for the 

mandate of the prime minister. On the other hand, he also implements easily 

understandable language, as well as informal expressions and slang – words like 

idiot, penis, dummies, con artists, and so on. This use of informal expressions and 

slang generates the feeling that he is part of the people he works for. 

Second, and the most visible category of words are those with negative 

connotations like corruption, parasites, liars, cheaters, hypocrite, clientelism, 

manipulation, enemy, error, stealing, idiocy, and so on. In his discourse, Andrej 

Babiš usually associates them with his political opponents that represent corrupt 

elites that are incapable of managing state affairs and represent the people 
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properly. At the same time, he uses it with connections to people that are lazy, not 

working, which is also harming the people he wishes to represent. 

The last point to mention from the descriptive point of view is the frequent 

use of first-person pronouns at the beginning of his sentences like “We are the 

movement against the corruption and that corruption is still among us”83 (12:30), 

“We were not part of the establishment, the traditional parties were against me”84 

(14:40), or “I am the enemy number one”85 which draws the attention to his 

persona, his political party and implies the division us vs. them that is crucial for 

a populist discourse. 

From the interpretative and explanatory point of view, Babiš’ narratives 

perfectly mirror Hawkins’ understanding of the populist discourse. His discourse 

is based on a Manichean dualist view – us vs. them, ANO vs. the rest, Babiš vs. 

the opponents, people vs. the corrupt elite. 

The positive side of the equation is represented by himself, his political 

party, and the people. He assigns all the achievement to himself, his ministers, 

and members of his party: 

“We had the surplus budget, we increased the pension… Mr. Zaorálek 

and Mr. Kalousek have been in politics for 27 years, they should show us what 

they have achieved”86 (42:00) 

“This government was successful, one of the best after the Revolution87” 
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86 ČESKÁ TELEVIZE. Superdebata: Poslední slovo. In: iVysílání  [online]. October 19, 2017,  [cit. 28-12-

2020].  Accessible from: https://www.ceskatelevize.cz/ivysilani/11966400156-parlamentni-volby-

2017/217411033181019-superdebata-posledni-slovo. 
87 Ibid. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GnjRm3luhSg&ab_channel=%C4%8Cesk%C3%BDrozhlas
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“It was a revolutionary project, no one has ever implemented such a 

robust IT system in six months”88 

“It is our last chance to destroy the hydra of corruption that has been 

present since the Revolution”89 (12:30). 

“I am the only Czech minister that since becoming part of the EU … has 

pushed our Czech national interest, and the French has been against me”90 

(17:10). 

“We are the error in the system, I do not lie, I do not steal, and I do work”91. 

Andrej Babiš identifies himself and his party with the Good that is standing 

against the Evil. He stresses the division line between his biggest achievements 

and the missteps of the opposition. While bashing them and blaming other 

politicians for being lazy, ineffective, incapable, and corrupt, he also accuses them 

of being liars, hypocrites, and the reason why the country is not working in the 

first place: 

“Ministers did not want to listen to me”92 (03:00). 

“The government does not work as a team93” (03:20) 

“Kalousek should stop interrupting me and he should not be lying”9495 

(18:11) 

“No one ever directed the health department and the health system, there 

are no managerial processes, no transparency”96 (5:50) 

 
88 Ibid. 
89 ČESKÝ ROZHLAS. Andrej Babiš (ANO 2011) | Parlamentní volby 2017. In: YouTube [online]. September 

10, 2017, [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GnjRm3luhSg&ab_channel=%C4%8Cesk%C3%BDrozhlas. 
90 Ibid. 
91 Ibid. 
92 Ibid. 
93 Ibid. 
94 ČESKÁ TELEVIZE. Předvolební debata: Státní finance. In: iVysílání  [online]. October 2, 2017,  [cit. 28-12-

2020].  Accessible from: https://www.ceskatelevize.cz/ivysilani/11966400156-parlamentni-volby-

2017/217411033261002-predvolebni-debata.  
95 Kalousek is a Czech politician, member of the TOP09 party, currently in the opposition to the government. He 

served two terms as a Finance minister. 
96 ČESKÝ ROZHLAS. Hostem je Andrej Babiš, předseda hnutí ANO. Blíží se sněm hnutí ANO, co od něj 

můžeme očekávat? Jak vnímá kauzu kolem svých dluhopisů? Moderuje Jan Pokorný. In: Rádiožurnál [online]. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GnjRm3luhSg&ab_channel=%C4%8Cesk%C3%BDrozhlas
https://www.ceskatelevize.cz/ivysilani/11966400156-parlamentni-volby-2017/217411033261002-predvolebni-debata
https://www.ceskatelevize.cz/ivysilani/11966400156-parlamentni-volby-2017/217411033261002-predvolebni-debata
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“People in the government who had never done any business, they do not 

understand that”97 (11:40) 

“Mister prime minister is truly a hypocrite”98 (4.40) 

“This is the system, for the past 27 years, there have been Kalousek and 

Zaorálek, they have stolen thousands of billions and we are against this 

system”99 

While implying that the previous administrations have been corrupt, he 

emphasizes the fact that systemic change is needed. Himself and his ANO 

movement represent the much-needed change to save the country and save the 

people from the corruption that has been destroying the country: 

“There needs to be the prime minister, that will finally govern, and that 

during the plenary, Zaorálek will not be reading the Financial Times, Chovanec 

will not be browsing through the Hospodářské Noviny, and all of them are on 

their phones, well finally someone will be there to direct, and they will not be 

doing what they want”100 (1:39:00) 

“We assure that finally, there will be a minister that will be governing it 

with transparency and efficiently”101 (1:12:00) 

“Yes, we are the anti-systemic movement. This system is clientelist and 

corrupt and we are against this system”102 

“The system that we have here, clientelism and corruption, we are against 

this system. That is why people support us because we have proven that we are 

 
February, 20, 2017, [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: https://radiozurnal.rozhlas.cz/andrej-babis-ja-jsem-tady-

nepritel-cislo-jedna-uvidime-co-bude-v-rijnu-6224832#volume 
97 Ibid. 
98 Ibid. 
99 ČESKÁ TELEVIZE. Superdebata: Poslední slovo. In: iVysílání  [online]. October 19, 2017,  [cit. 28-12-

2020].  Accessible from: https://www.ceskatelevize.cz/ivysilani/11966400156-parlamentni-volby-

2017/217411033181019-superdebata-posledni-slovo 
100 Ibid. 
101 Ibid. 
102 Ibid. 

https://radiozurnal.rozhlas.cz/andrej-babis-ja-jsem-tady-nepritel-cislo-jedna-uvidime-co-bude-v-rijnu-6224832#volume
https://radiozurnal.rozhlas.cz/andrej-babis-ja-jsem-tady-nepritel-cislo-jedna-uvidime-co-bude-v-rijnu-6224832#volume
https://www.ceskatelevize.cz/ivysilani/11966400156-parlamentni-volby-2017/217411033181019-superdebata-posledni-slovo
https://www.ceskatelevize.cz/ivysilani/11966400156-parlamentni-volby-2017/217411033181019-superdebata-posledni-slovo
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not corrupt…. That is why I ask you to support us, so we can finally beat that 

system, together and for good”103 (44:07). 

To protect democracy, he also asks people to “give us 50%”, because the 

ANO movement cannot rely on others to create a government. His discourse is 

creating a division between him, his party, the people and the others, corrupt 

elites, and the opposition. He urges the people that the country needs a radical 

change, otherwise it might be too late. He promises to fight clientelism, promote 

transparency, and economic efficiency. 

However, one interesting aspect emerges. He does not differentiate his 

party and himself, the achievements of his party and his very own. He practically 

blends with his party, which creates an even stronger illusion of the connection 

with the people he tries to protect. He stresses his own achievements in the 

business world as a guarantee of the future success of the ANO movement. The 

personalized leadership is infused into his populist discourse, which enhances, 

even more, its effects: 

“I am the leader of the movement, I offer the people to become a prime 

minister and that I will show them, that someone will actually govern the 

government. And without corruption, because no one can bribe me”104 (55:00) 

“I was in the real world, I had the responsibility, I have created 

something, and he attacks me, and he keeps attacking me 19:30. It is hypocrisy, 

he was the worse minister of finances (Sobotka)”105 

“I am the billionaire here that saves the people”106 (31:06) 

 
103 Ibid. 
104 Ibid. 
105 ČESKÝ ROZHLAS. Hostem je Andrej Babiš, předseda hnutí ANO. Blíží se sněm hnutí ANO, co od něj 

můžeme očekávat? Jak vnímá kauzu kolem svých dluhopisů? Moderuje Jan Pokorný. In: Rádiožurnál [online]. 

February, 20, 2017, [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: https://radiozurnal.rozhlas.cz/andrej-babis-ja-jsem-tady-

nepritel-cislo-jedna-uvidime-co-bude-v-rijnu-6224832#volume 
106 ČESKÁ TELEVIZE. Superdebata: Poslední slovo. In: iVysílání  [online]. October 19, 2017,  [cit. 28-12-

2020].  Accessible from: https://www.ceskatelevize.cz/ivysilani/11966400156-parlamentni-volby-

2017/217411033181019-superdebata-posledni-slovo. 
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“I am convinced that the state should work as a family business”107 

(24:05) 

Andrej Babiš skillfully implements the populist discourse and perceives 

politics through the Manichean dualist view. He identifies himself and his own 

party with the Good, while he blames the opposition for being corrupt, lazy, and 

incapable and he requests a radical change, which only the ANO movement can 

deliver. He promises to do anything to preserve democracy and by stressing the 

personalized leadership that is the crucial part of his populist rhetoric, he assures 

success, if only people decide to vote for them. 

3.1.2. CDA of the informal discourse on social media 
 

In this part of the research, the data has been drawn mainly from blogs 

Andrej Babiš posted before his election campaign on the official party website 

www.anobudelip.cz and from his social media accounts – mainly Facebook, as it 

is his primary communication platform, enriched by his Tweets as well. 

From the descriptive point of view, the informal communication of Andrej 

Babiš is easily understandable, full of informal expressions and slang. Formal 

vocabulary is reduced and used more in his blogs rather than in his social media 

publications, and his orientation towards his electorate is more noticeable. His 

discourse is warm, full of energy and determination. Usually, Babiš begins the 

post or his regular Sunday video with the iconic opening line “Hi people!”, that 

became his signature phrase and implies a relaxed atmosphere. However, he still 

makes negative statements about the opposition while using words like 

corruption, clientelism, babbling, fight, and so on. 

From the interpretative and explanatory point of view, Babiš again mirrors 

the populist discourse as defined by Hawkins. Even though all the aspects are 

 
107 ČESKÝ ROZHLAS. Andrej Babiš (ANO 2011) | Parlamentní volby 2017. In: YouTube [online]. September 

10, 2017, [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GnjRm3luhSg&ab_channel=%C4%8Cesk%C3%BDrozhlas. 

http://www.anobudelip.cz/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GnjRm3luhSg&ab_channel=%C4%8Cesk%C3%BDrozhlas
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visible, posts that are identifying the Good with the people are prevailing over 

those where Babiš criticizes the opposition. This is mainly caused by the in-person 

campaigning and the text of his post is usually attached to the pictures from the 

meet-and-greet ANO events: 

“Meeting with people and being taught about their real problems, it 

charges me, and I will continue to do so. I really don't care how anyone interprets 

it on social media108” 

“In Havířov, there is an amazing atmosphere, amazing people109” 

“I have a verified detox from that dirt in politics – going to meet people110” 

“ALREADY TODAY! Saying hi to everyone in Kutná Hora and the 

surroundings! I am going to see you and I want to meet you all. From this very 

moment until the election, instead of talking to the politicians, I will be only 

speaking with those people that truly matter. And I start with you111” 

Again, he stresses the Manichean dualist perception of the world and draws 

a line between us (people and the ANO movement) vs. them (corrupt elites). He 

blames them – traditional parties or traditional politicians for all the errors 

committed in the past: 

“…living in the country where lobbyists and godfathers manipulate 

politicians… Yes, I did want to, and I still do want to change it. Because people 

 
108 Andrej Babiš. Napsal mi Jaromil Vepřek, že se mu vůbec nelíbí, jak často jezdím mezi lidi. Facebook update 

[online]. June 7, 2017, [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: 

https://www.facebook.com/AndrejBabis/photos/a.324695871000397/998915590245085 . 
109 Andrej Babiš. V Havířově skvělá atmosféra, skvělí lidi. Facebook update [online]. November 14, 2017, [cit. 

28-12-2020].  Accessible from: https://www.facebook.com/AndrejBabis/posts/1099037193566257.  
110 Andrej Babiš. Ahoj lidi, jaký jste měli týden? Facebook update [online]. May 7, 2017, [cit. 28-12-2020].  

Accessible from: https://www.facebook.com/AndrejBabis/photos/a.324695871000397/979951952141449.  
111 Andrej Babiš. UŽ DNES! Facebook update [online]. May 24, 2017, [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: 

https://www.facebook.com/AndrejBabis/photos/a.324695871000397/990188934451084.  

https://www.facebook.com/AndrejBabis/photos/a.324695871000397/998915590245085
https://www.facebook.com/AndrejBabis/posts/1099037193566257
https://www.facebook.com/AndrejBabis/photos/a.324695871000397/979951952141449
https://www.facebook.com/AndrejBabis/photos/a.324695871000397/990188934451084
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deserve it. It is the last chance to break this corrupt system of traditional parties, 

this organized mafia.112” 

“”Tax fraud of the minister of finances,” I don’t know which one they 

meant because I do not do them, I do not even make debts as Kalousek with 

Sobotka did,…113”  

“Ministers that are complaining that they miss billions of Czech crowns in 

the proposed state budget for the next year should finally start saving up. They 

actually do not know it, nor how to do it, all their life they have been living at 

someone else’s expense never worked on their own.114” 

“They will not shut me down. They will not scare me off. They will not stop 

me. I will not give up. But without you, I cannot make it.115” 

However, attacks on elites become more personal and politicians are not 

the only ones that are being criticized. In the group labeled “corrupt elite”, Babiš 

also includes journalists and editors that write negative articles about his 

persona116.  

To change the course of the country, he puts emphases on a systemic 

change, discussing numerous changes, but doing everything in his power to 

preserve democracy: 

 
112 Andřej Babiš. Čau lidi, dnes jsem přišel domů dřív. Facebook update [online]. June 7, 2017, [cit. 28-12-

2020].  Accessible from: 

https://www.facebook.com/AndrejBabis/photos/a.324695871000397/982672171869427.  
113 Andrej Babiš. Ahoj lidi, tenhle týden byl fakt hustej. Facebook update [online]. March 19, 2017, [cit. 28-12-

2020].  Accessible from: 

https://www.facebook.com/AndrejBabis/photos/a.324695871000397/947832102020101.  
114 Andrej Babiš. Ministři, kteří křičí, že jim v navrženém rozpočtu pro příští rok chybí miliardy korun, měli 

konečně začít šetřit. Facebook update [online]. May 25, 2017, [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: 

https://www.facebook.com/AndrejBabis/posts/990891084380869.  
115 Andrej Babiš. Mě neumlčí. Mě nezastraší. Mě nezastaví. Facebook update [online]. September 4, 2017, [cit. 

28-12-2020].  Accessible from: https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1056713997798577.  
116 BABIŠ, Andrej. Pojďte se vsadit, že o mně do voleb nevyjde jediný pozitivní článek. In: anobudelip.cz 

[online]. July 20, 2017, [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: https://www.anobudelip.cz/cs/o-

nas/blogy/34953/pojdte-se-vsadit-ze-o-mne-do-voleb-nevyjde-jediny-pozitivni-clanek.  

https://www.facebook.com/AndrejBabis/photos/a.324695871000397/982672171869427
https://www.facebook.com/AndrejBabis/photos/a.324695871000397/947832102020101
https://www.facebook.com/AndrejBabis/posts/990891084380869
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1056713997798577
https://www.anobudelip.cz/cs/o-nas/blogy/34953/pojdte-se-vsadit-ze-o-mne-do-voleb-nevyjde-jediny-pozitivni-clanek
https://www.anobudelip.cz/cs/o-nas/blogy/34953/pojdte-se-vsadit-ze-o-mne-do-voleb-nevyjde-jediny-pozitivni-clanek
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“Instead of this terrible nonsense, I want to finally push our country and 

politics forward. I want to make the system of government more efficient and 

strengthen the democratic foundations on which our republic was built.117” 

or “What we certainly do not want to change is the principle of 

parliamentary democracy, because it is precisely thanks to its protection that our 

movement arose. Unlike traditional political parties, we do not want to lie and 

steal.118” 

 All the aspects of Hawkins’ theory of populist discourse are present. 

Through the Manichean perception, Babiš draws the line between the Good, 

represented by people, and the Evil, represented by the corrupt elite that he calls 

traditional parties or traditional politicians. He puts emphasis on a systemic 

change and stresses the importance of a leader – prime minister, that would bring 

the law and order into Czech politics. At the same time, he values and wants to 

protect democracy, and he positions himself as the only savior that can change the 

system, but only with some help from the people. 

 In his populist discourse, the edge between the ANO movement and his 

persona completely disappears. Through his personalized leadership, Babiš 

assures the people that he is the right choice for an anti-systemic change, because 

of his professional experience in the private sector. This is what makes him special 

and different from the corrupt elite: 

“Initially, I am a businessman and a manager, you know? So unlike the 

traditional politicians, first, I acquire money, and then I invest it.”119. 

“But I did not write about myself as an MP, but as a minister. And being a 

minister really is a managerial function for me because a minister manages his 

 
117 Ibid. 
118 Ibid. 
119 Andrej Babiš. Řekl jsem, že chci, aby každé české dítě mohlo sportovat bez ohledu na finanční situaci jeho 

rodičů, a ukázal jsem vám tohle. Facebook update [online]. June 25, 2017, [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: 

https://www.facebook.com/AndrejBabis/posts/1009049762565001.  

https://www.facebook.com/AndrejBabis/posts/1009049762565001
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colleagues and determines the overall direction of his department. A manager - 

or let's call it a director - should be a person who excels not only in the ability to 

think, but also in the courage to make fundamental decisions, and must also have 

the determination to fulfill his decision.120” 

And that's where I feel confident and comfortable. Thanks to this, I 

succeeded in the private sector (built a company for 35,000 people) and used my 

experience in the public sector as Minister of Finance (I reduced the country's 

debt by 70 billion and made a record surplus of 61.8 billion crowns).121” 

Andrej Babiš effectively communicates with his electorate through various 

channels – his own blog, social media accounts on platforms like Facebook and 

Twitter – but also through visuals like pictures from his in-person campaigning 

and various video formats. 

In general, his political communication perfectly reflects the populist 

discourse as defined by Hawkins, however, his personalized leadership represents 

another integral part of his speech. The difference between the ANO movement 

and Babiš himself is completely erased and the success of the party is guaranteed 

through his personal achievements and experiences in the private sector. 

Overall, his discourse can be divided into four main categories: 

1) explanations – mainly his blogs that are trying to offer a simple 

explanation of certain issues – running the state like a company, investments, 

economy, and so on. A few videos can be added as well, language is simple yet 

professional and sometimes even technical. 

2) promotion & crowd-pleasing – usually posts, pictures, and videos from 

active in-person campaigning or appeal to the people. The language is mainly 

 
120 Andrej Babiš. Řekl jsem, že se cítím být manažerem, ne politikem. Facebook update [online]. August 4, 2017, 

[cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: 

https://www.facebook.com/AndrejBabis/photos/a.324695871000397/1039105599559417.  
121 Ibid. 

https://www.facebook.com/AndrejBabis/photos/a.324695871000397/1039105599559417
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informal, using slang and pleasing the electorate, glorifying the power of the 

people and their needs. 

3) attacks & bashing – his publications, but also campaign videos that are 

blaming the opposition, journalists, and previous administrations for being the 

corrupt and incompetent elite that needs to be replaced 

4) martyrdom – mainly his posts, but also can be found in his blogs. He 

pictures himself as a victim of a manipulated political “trial”, where all the corrupt 

elites try to get rid of them, but thanks to the support of the electorate, he will not 

back up. 

All four categories are permeable, and one post can fit several categories at 

the same time. Overall, posts are populist in their nature and personalized 

leadership is their integral part. 

3.2. CDA of the discourse of Donald Trump 

3.2.1. CDA of the formal discourse 
 

This part of the chapter analyzes Donald Trump’s formal discourse during 

his presidential campaign. The data has been gathered mainly from three 

presidential debates with his opponent Hilary Clinton, as well as his National 

Republican Convention speech or other public appearances – like the 

announcement of his bid for the presidency. These speeches have been chosen 

because they reflect the discourse of Donald Trump on a national level, focusing 

on general issues and talking to the electorate as a whole, and not fragmented parts 

that are being taken into account during local rallies. 

From the descriptive point of view, except for the NRC speech, his rhetoric 

is a combination of formal and informal expressions, supported by numbers and 

statistics that are easy to remember for an average voter – like 4000 deaths caused 

by guns in the area of Chicago since Barack Obama took office. In general, his 
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sentences are direct, short, and sharp. He uses words like tremendous or disgraced 

to emphasize certain aspects of his speech. His communication is then clear and 

the main messages like Make America Great Again or Make America Safe Again 

are easy to remember and simplify his policies to single terms. 

Based on a definition of populist discourse by Hawkins, all five aspects are 

present in Donald Trump’s rhetoric. His whole discourse is based on a Manichean 

perception of us (Trump, people) vs. them (corrupt elite, Hilary Clinton, 

Democrats, bureaucrats, and many more). 

However, the identification of Good with the people is not as visible in his 

debates, as it is in his NRC speech. It lacks the connection between his persona 

and the people he understands and wishes to represent. During the debates, he 

sometimes mentions how talented or good the U.S. people are, but he does not 

specify any further, what he means by people. Based on the data it is possible to 

assume that the people mean anyone tired of corrupt elites, or anyone willing to 

endorse him: 

“I think it is disgraceful, and this country, believe me, thinks also that it is 

disgraceful“122 (36:00) 

“I have the endorsement of the NRA which I am very proud of, these are a 

very very good people and they are protecting this economy”123 (49:30) 

I’ve been all over and I have met some of the greatest people you could ever 

meet, within these communities and they are very very upset with what their 

politicians have told them and what they have done“124 (58:00) 

 
122 NBC NEWS. The First Presidential Debate: Hillary Clinton And Donald Trump (Full Debate) | NBC News. 

In: YouTube [online]. September 26, 2016 [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=855Am6ovK7s&ab_channel=NBCNews.  
123 Ibid. 
124 Ibid. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=855Am6ovK7s&ab_channel=NBCNews
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„In Palm Beach Florida, a tough community, a brilliant community, a 

wealthy community… I have opened a club and I got a great credit for it…“ 

(1:05:48)125 

„Admirals and generals endorsed me to lead this country… When Secretary 

Clinton talks about it, I would take the admirals and I take the generals any day 

over the political hacks that I see that have led our country so brilliantly over the 

last ten years with their knowledge. Because look at the mess we are in.“126 

(1:09:00) 

The connection between the people and himself is more visible in his NRC 

speech, where he emphasizes slogans like “I am your voice”, “I have joined the 

political arena so that the powerful can no longer beat up on people that cannot 

defend themselves” or “My pledge reads: “I’M WITH YOU – THE AMERICAN 

PEOPLE”.127” 

 The third aspect of populist discourse is prevailing over anything else – 

identifying Evil with a corrupt elite. He substantially attacks the previous Obama 

administration and all the bureaucrats that have been in politics for years, but only 

caused problems for the country: 

“President Obama has doubled our national debt to more than $19 trillion 

and growing. Yet, what do we have to show for it? Our roads and bridges are 

falling apart, our airports are in Third World condition, and forty-three million 

Americans are on food stamps.128” 

 
125 Ibid. 
126 Ibid. 
127 POLITICO. Full text: Donald Trump 2016 RNC draft speech transcript. In: Politico  [online]. July 21, 2016, 

[cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: https://www.politico.com/story/2016/07/full-transcript-donald-trump-

nomination-acceptance-speech-at-rnc-225974,  
128 Ibid. 

https://www.politico.com/story/2016/07/full-transcript-donald-trump-nomination-acceptance-speech-at-rnc-225974
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„…Politicians like Secretary Clinton will not allow them to bring the money 

back“129 (26:36) 

„… Because of the bureaucratic red tape“130 (27:00) 

„With a little leadership, you can get it here very quickly… but we have no 

leadership and honestly, it starts with Secretary Clinton“131 (27:27) 

„Typical politician - all talk, no action, sounds good, doesn't work, never 

gonna happen, our country is suffering because people like Secretary Clinton 

have made such a bad decision…The Fed is not doing their job.“132 (29:00) 

„They will never make America great again. They will not have a chance 

they are controlled fully by the lobbyist, by the donors and by the special 

interests“133 (0:24) 

Donald Trump then urges that the United States need a systemic change, 

otherwise it might be too late to save it. He claims that the nation is in crisis and 

that only he might save it. Through the use of emotions like fear or humiliation, 

but also negative words like violence, terrorism, or crime, he tries to threaten the 

voters and convince them that he is the right choice. He presents the system as 

“rigged” on purpose because the corrupt elites benefit from it: 

“Our Convention occurs at a moment of crisis for our nation. The attacks 

on our police, and the terrorism in our cities, threaten our very way of life.”134 

 
129 NBC NEWS. The First Presidential Debate: Hillary Clinton And Donald Trump (Full Debate) | NBC News. 

In: YouTube [online]. September 26, 2016 [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=855Am6ovK7s&ab_channel=NBCNews. 
130 Ibid. 
131 Ibid. 
132 Ibid. 
133 WALL STREET JOURNAL. Donald Trump Announces Presidential Campaign. In: YouTube [online]. June 

16, 2015 [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bx6V-

e2DQW0&ab_channel=WallStreetJournal.  
134 POLITICO. Full text: Donald Trump 2016 RNC draft speech transcript. In: Politico  [online]. July 21, 2016, 

[cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: https://www.politico.com/story/2016/07/full-transcript-donald-trump-

nomination-acceptance-speech-at-rnc-225974, 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bx6V-e2DQW0&ab_channel=WallStreetJournal
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“Not only have our citizens endured domestic disaster, but they have lived 

through one international humiliation after another. We all remember the images 

of our sailors being forced to their knees by their Iranian captors at gunpoint.”135 

“Big business, elite media, and major donors are lining up behind the 

campaign of my opponent because they know she will keep our rigged system in 

place.136” 

“Men, women, and children viciously mowed down. Lives ruined. Families 

ripped apart. A nation in mourning.137” 

On his way to save democracy, he positions himself as the only solution to 

the problem. With the sense of urgency, even paranoia, his personalized 

leadership based on his professional experience plays the main role in saving the 

situation: 

“I will bring back jobs, you can’t bring back jobs.138“ (19:00) 

I am very underleveraged, I have a great company, I have a tremendous 

income… It is about time that this country had somebody running it that has an 

idea about money139” (37:00) 

„I began this campaign because I was so tired of seeing such foolish things 

happen to our country. This is a great country, this is a great land. I have gotten 

to know the people of the country over the last year and a half that I have been 

doing this as a politician, I cannot believe I am saying that, but I guess I have 

 
135 Ibid. 
136 Ibid. 
137 Ibid. 
138 NBC NEWS. The First Presidential Debate: Hillary Clinton And Donald Trump (Full Debate) | NBC News. 

In: YouTube [online]. September 26, 2016 [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=855Am6ovK7s&ab_channel=NBCNews. 
139 Ibid. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=855Am6ovK7s&ab_channel=NBCNews
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been a politician and my whole concept was to Make America Great Again140“ 

(4:52) 

„We need a leader that wrote The Art of the Deal, we need a leader that 

can bring back our jobs, bring back our manufacturing, can bring back our 

military, can take care of our vets!141“(1:35) 

„We need somebody that can take a brand of the United States and make it 

great again142“(2:25) 

„Nobody knows the system better than me, which is why I alone can fix it. 

I have seen firsthand how the system is rigged against our citizens, just like it was 

rigged against Bernie Sanders – he never had a chance.143“ 

Overall, the discourse of Donald Trump during presidential debates slightly 

changes from a discourse implemented during the NRC speech, or himself 

announcing his bid for the presidency. 

His presidential debates are mainly based on blaming the corrupt elites and 

attacking his political opponents – Hilary Clinton and the Democratic Party. He 

occasionally mentions how good the American people are, and what a great leader 

he is, but overall, personal attacks and shaming prevails. 

On the other hand, during his NRC speech, he focuses more on voters. 

Through the emotional manipulation, he speaks to the people as he understands 

their bad situation that has been caused by Obama and other corrupt elites. There 

is a slight hint of martyrdom – the United States needs strong leadership, and even 

 
140 THE NEW YORK TIMES. Second Presidential Debate | Election 2016 | The New York Times. In: YouTube 

[online]. October 9, 2016 [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rfq0Yw2sMq0&ab_channel=TheNewYorkTimes . 
141 WALL STREET JOURNAL. Donald Trump Announces Presidential Campaign. In: YouTube [online]. June 

16, 2015 [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bx6V-

e2DQW0&ab_channel=WallStreetJournal. 
142 Ibid. 
143 POLITICO. Full text: Donald Trump 2016 RNC draft speech transcript. In: Politico  [online]. July 21, 2016, 

[cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: https://www.politico.com/story/2016/07/full-transcript-donald-trump-

nomination-acceptance-speech-at-rnc-225974. 
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though it will be a tough job, he is willing to do it and become a voice of the 

nation. He is the best candidate to do so, because of his professional experience, 

so only he can change the rigged system full of corruption and lobbyists and it is 

a now or never situation. 

Overall, two concepts of personalized leadership and populist discourse are 

overlapping. Even though there are slight changes in rhetoric comparing scripted 

and immediate speeches, two concepts need each other to deliver the populist 

message. 

3.2.2.  CDA of the informal discourse on social media 
 

For this part of the analysis, data have been drawn from his Twitter account 

@realDonaldTrump, because it is considered as the main communication channel 

of Donald Trump. At the same time, his Facebook fan page called Donald J. 

Trump, posts mirror his Twitter account. 

Because of the limited length of this master thesis, only tweets that have 

been posted one month before Election Day are considered (so post published 

from October 1st, 2016 until Election day, November 8th, 2016). During this 

month, he has posted more than 530 tweets (so around 100 per week) that 

consisted of pictures and videos from rallies, reposted articles from right-wing 

media, infographics, and his statements or his replies to other tweets. 

During this month, he has posted more than 10 manipulated, out of context 

videos carrying misinformation either about Hillary Clinton or the Democratic 

party. At the same time, he published links to conservative media like Washington 

Examiner, DailyCaller, National Review, or even borderline disinformation 

media outlets like Breitbart. Also, he has been publishing infographics, either 

about the state of polls or carrying out of context information about Democrats 

and his political opponent. On the other hand, he also published campaign videos 

or promo infographics and pictures on his behalf. 
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From the descriptive point of view, he used strong language like crooked 

Hilary, dumb, or evil crook. He also manipulated with though emotions and used 

words with negative connotations while promoting conspiracy theories – 

dishonest, rigged system, fraud, fight, and so on. 

There have been also hashtags like #CrookedHilary, #MAGA, 

#AmericaFirst, #BigLeagueTruth, or #DrainTheSwamp, so the communication 

with voters becomes easier and his posts viral in lesser time. 

 The discourse of Donald Trump has changed; however, Hawkins’ 

definition of a populist discourse is still valid. 

 Donald Trump perceives everything in a Manichean dualist way – us vs. 

them, GOP vs. Democrats, people vs. the elite. He identifies the people with 

Good: 

„We must bring the truth directly to hard-working Americans who want to 

take our country back144” 

“Thank you, ARIZONA! This is a MOVEMENT like nobody has ever seen 

before. Together, we are going to MAKE AMERICA SAFE AND GREAT 

AGAIN!145” 

 “Thank you, Charlotte, North Carolina! We are going to have an 

AMAZING victory on November 8th...because this is all about the people! 

#MAGA146” 

 
144 Donald Trump. We must bring the truth directly to hard-working Americans who want to take our country 

back. Twitter update [online]. October 4, 2016 [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: 

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/783065029172088832?s=20.  
145 Donald Trump. Thank you, Arizona! Twitter update [online]. October 5, 2016 [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible 

from: https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/783436108176629760?s=20.  
146 Donald Trump. Thank your Charlotte, North Carolina! Twitter update [online]. October 15, 2016 [cit. 28-12-

2020].  Accessible from: https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/787099202291634177?s=20.  

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/783065029172088832?s=20
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/783436108176629760?s=20
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/787099202291634177?s=20
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 “Great night in WI. I’m going to fight for every person in this country who 

believes government should serve the PEOPLE -- not the donors!147” 

 “In order to #DrainTheSwamp & create a new GOVERNMENT of, by, & 

for the PEOPLE, I need your VOTE! Go to http://VOTE.GOP- LET'S 

#MAGA!148” 

“Get out and vote! I am your voice, and I will fight for you! We will make 

America great again!149” 

He appeals to the people and he positions himself as a leader that only 

represents the needs of the community that has been robbed and he wants to 

change that. On the other hand, he identifies the Evil with corrupt elites and the 

establishment. In this case, it is not only Hillary Clinton or the Obama 

administration. Media like CNN, The New York Times, and The Washington Post 

are also corrupt and “failing”. 

“Wow, @CNN is so negative. Their panel is a joke, biased, and very dumb. 

I'm turning to @FoxNews  where we get a fair shake! Mike will do great150”  

“The media and establishment want me out of the race so badly -  I WILL 

NEVER DROP OUT OF THE RACE, WILL NEVER LET MY SUPPORTERS 

DOWN! #MAGA151” 

As Election Day is slowly approaching, he blames Hillary Clinton and the 

media together: 

 
147 Donald Trump. Great Night in WI. Twitter update [online]. October 15, 2016 [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible 

from: https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/788199901209452544?s=20.  
148 Donald Trump. In order to Drain the Swamp. Twitter update [online]. October 22, 2016 [cit. 28-12-2020]. 

Accessible from https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/789917911821520898?s=20.  
149 Donald Trump. Get out and vote! Twitter update [online]. October 25, 2016 [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible 

from: https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/790927104921767940?s=20.  
150 Donald Trump. WOW, CNN is so negative. Twitter update [online]. October 5, 2016 [cit. 28-12-2020].  

Accessible from: https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/783459936361512960?s=20.  
151 Donald Trump. The media and establishment want me out of the race so badly. Twitter update [online]. 

October 8, 2016 [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: 

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/784840992734064641?s=20.  

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/788199901209452544?s=20
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/789917911821520898?s=20
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/790927104921767940?s=20
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/783459936361512960?s=20
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/784840992734064641?s=20
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“Wow, @CNN, Town Hall questions were given to Crooked Hillary Clinton 

in advance of big debates against Bernie Sanders. Hillary & CNN FRAUD!152”  

“This election is being rigged by the media pushing false and 

unsubstantiated charges, and outright lies, in order to elect Crooked Hillary!153” 

As the tension arises, Donald Trump starts to blame even members of the 

Republican party, like Paul Ryan: 

“Our very weak and ineffective leader, Paul Ryan, had a bad conference 

call where his members went wild at his disloyalty.154” 

“Of course there is large scale voter fraud happening on and before 

election day. Why do Republican leaders deny what is going on? So naive!155” 

 Tweets that are talking about the systemic change needed are also present, 

focusing on the issues of illegal migration, lowering of taxes or other parts of the 

election promises Donald Trump promoted since de very beginning. 

 Although he promises to fight for democracy, he omits the personalized 

leadership or any kind of bigger promotion of his professional skills or character. 

There are some tweets where he emphasized his leadership, but very few that 

interfere with his private life: 

“Get out and vote! I am your voice and I will fight for you! We will make 

America great again!156” 

 
152 Donald Trump. Wow, @CNN, Town Hall questions were given to Crooked Hillary Clinton in advance of big 

debates against Bernie Sanders. Twitter update [online]. October 12, 2016 [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: 

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/785979396620324865?s=20.  
153 Donald Trump. This election is being rigged. Twitter update [online]. October 15, 2016 [cit. 28-12-2020].  

Accessible from: https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/787258211283918848?s=20.  
154 Donald Trump. Our very weak and ineffective leader. Twitter update [online]. October 11, 2016 [cit. 28-12-

2020].  Accessible from: https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/785828772423561216?s=20.  
155 Donald Trump. Of course there is a large scale voter fraud happening. Twitter update [online]. October 17, 

2016 [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: 

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/787995025527410688?s=20.  
156 Donald Trump. Get out and vote! Twitter update [online]. October 25, 2016 [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible 

from: https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/790927104921767940?s=20.  

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/785979396620324865?s=20
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https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/787995025527410688?s=20
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“Watching my beautiful wife, Melania, speak about our love of country and 

family. We will make you all very proud.157” 

“I have met & spent a lot of time with families @ The Remembrance 

Project. I will fight for them every day!158” 

Overall, the nature of Trump’s populist discourse on social media is 

different than the one in formal situations. His tweets were mostly attacking than 

comforting, identifying the Good and the Evil with an emphasis on a systemic 

change. However, his appeal has been missing and his personalized leadership 

has been less visible if this kind of communication is not considered as his 

characteristic trait by itself. The most visible aspect was the attacks on the corrupt 

elite – Hillary Clinton, Democrats, media, and sometimes even Republicans. He 

supported his claims with disinformation, conservative outlets, manipulated 

videos, and infographics. 

3.3. Conclusion of the discourse analysis 
 

Based on a definition of populism as a discourse, this chapter has been 

focusing on the analysis of the discourse of two politicians – Donald Trump and 

Andrej Babiš. This chapter was divided accordingly – into two main parts – one 

for the discourse of Andrej Babiš, the other for Donald Trump. 

Each of these two parts has been divided into two smaller subcategories – 

one analyzing formal discourse (scripted speech or active communication within 

political debates), the other analyzing the unofficial discourse on social media. 

Each platform was chosen based on a premise that for Andrej Babiš, the main 

communication channel was his Facebook page, while for Donald Trump it was 

his Twitter account. 

 
157 Donald Trump. Watching my beautiful wife Melania. Twitter update [online]. November 3, 2016 [cit. 28-12-

2020].  Accessible from: https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/794259252613414915?s=20.  
158 Donald Trump. I have met & spent a lot of time with families. Twitter update [online]. November 3, 2016 [cit. 

28-12-2020].  Accessible from: https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/791035128176844800?s=20.  

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/794259252613414915?s=20
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/791035128176844800?s=20
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First of all, both have different formal and informal communication, while 

there are also similarities and differences between them as well. The formal 

communication of Andrej Babiš reflects all five aspects of populist discourse as 

defined by Hawkins. It was a combination of attacks on his opponents while 

making an appeal to the people and stressing the need for a systemic change. With 

his personalized politics, he relies heavily on his professional achievements, 

which was the most visible aspect and priority of his discourse. He was blaming 

previous administrations for failures while he emphasized his managerial skills 

and what he has done – decreasing the national debt, higher salaries for 

professionals, bigger pensions, and so on. The second most visible aspect was 

attacking the elites and stressing the importance of a systemic change. His own 

brand is then based on two aspects: himself as an outsider with the anti-system 

party fighting corruption and clientelism and his professional success as a 

businessman. 

However, his informal communication on social media was a bit different. 

The importance of the people and the identification of the Good with the people 

was the most visible part. This was probably caused by heavy in-person 

campaigning and numerous meet-and-greet events he attended and then he posted 

pictures and videos. This communication was heavily marked by positive 

emotions like happiness, hope, and gratefulness, which has set a path for mainly 

warm communication on his social media. The number of attacks towards elites 

– opposition, politicians like Kalousek or Zaorálek, or even journalists, were in 

balance with the explanatory nature of his posts and blogs. Usually, he published 

long Facebook posts or/and videos of himself where he explained in a simple term 

numerous issues he perceived as the biggest ones. His language was easy to 

understand, regular, and not too formal, so people would feel as if he was one of 

them. This aspect was even emphasized by the use of emojis and slang. However, 

the glorification of his personal achievements was mainly replaced by the sense 
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of martyrdom, where he was successful on his own, but he cannot stand any longer 

how corrupt elites exploit the people, and even though he does not want to do it, 

he is willing to take the burden himself. 

On the other hand, the formal communication of Donald Trump is a bit 

different. There are particular differences between a scripted speech and in 

political debates. During the presidential debates, the most visible aspect of 

populist discourse is the attacks on the corrupt elite and Hillary Clinton herself. 

The identification of the Good with people and his personalized leadership is only 

minimal to the extend of attacks on corrupt elites. However, his scripted speeches 

– like the NRC speech or the announcement of his presidential bid – are different 

than the presidential debates. In this case, he is focusing heavily on the people, 

tries to make an appeal to them, but it is mainly by manipulating their emotions. 

While Andrej Babiš expresses hope, happiness, and other warm feelings, Donald 

Trump implements fear, disgust, violence, and shame. Subsequently, his 

professional achievements and his business career is then a guarantee to 

successfully win the fight with corrupt elites. At the same time, while Andrej 

Babiš positioned himself on his social media as a martyr, Donald Trump does the 

same in his formal scripted communication. 

The informal communication of Donald Trump on his Twitter generates 

different findings. While Andrej Babiš focuses heavily on the appeal to the 

people, Donald Trump mostly attacks corrupt elites – Hillary Clinton, Democrats, 

media outlets, and sometimes even Republicans. Again, his communication was 

full of negativity and aggressiveness and the priority was to break the opposition, 

not to get closer to the people. 

Considering the definition of populist discourse, Andrej Babiš understands 

people as the whole electorate without any exceptions, while Donald Trump 

seems to understand the concept of the people as only those, who are willing to 

endorse him and support his political opinions. The concept of the corrupt elite 
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differs as well. Andrej Babiš considers opposition, previous administrations, and 

journalists as a corrupt elite, whilst Donald Trump does not hesitate to attack even 

members of his party. Both candidates emphasize the urgent need for a systemic 

change, and they are willing to do all for preserving democracy. 

Their personalized leadership is visible in their discourse and both position 

themselves as outsiders with a successful professional life which entitles them as 

the only leader that might bring the change. However, this aspect is more visible 

in the case of Andrej Babiš as he has a more balanced discourse. Donald Trump 

on the other hand keeps attacking the elite more. Although, there is one particular 

trend in their speech, and to the sense of urgency, there is also the sense of 

martyrdom added. Both are saying that they do not need nor wanted to enter the 

political arena, that they are both outsiders and managers, not politicians, but they 

cannot stand looking at the corrupt elite taking advantage of poor people. This 

aspect also plays an important role in personalized leadership with connections to 

the culture of masculinity. 

Overall, the populist discourse is very similar in both cases and their 

personalized leadership makes an integral part of it. Andrej Babiš is more civil, 

using positive emotions, and takes a longer explanatory approach to his electorate. 

On the other hand, Donald Trump uses insults and negative emotions, and he uses 

short and sharp messages, supported by conservative opinions, and manipulated 

disinformation. 

In this way, populist discourse and personalized politics create personalized 

leadership that influences the way how party presents their policies. Any possible 

achievement of the party is initially based on a supposedly great leadership of the 

one person – the leader. The whole discourse is marked by populist aspects and 

the definition of populism as a discourse offers a sufficient explanation of the 

term. 
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4. Comparative analysis of political style, communication, 

and marketing strategies 
 

This chapter is focusing on the definition of populism as a political style, are 

presented by Moffit and Tormey. The main point of this analysis is to look into 

three indicators of a populist political style – appeal to the people; perception of 

the crisis, threat, or a breakdown; and bad manners. 

The analysis also stems from a premise that populism should be understood 

and analyzed through the holistic approach. With a popularity decline of 

traditional media – TV broadcasting and print – accompanied by the truth decay 

where facts are replaced by opinions, research requires a complex overview of 

various concepts that are intertwined into an affective, communicative, and 

performative manners. Political science is complemented by psychology, 

marketing strategies, and sociology. 

This chapter will analyze and compare populist political style, affective and 

communicative aspects of their interactions, and performance of both candidates 

that consequently created a very similar brand they share. 

4.1. Political style, communication, and marketing of Andrej 

Babiš 
 

The political style of Andrej Babiš has been reflected in the political agenda 

of the ANO movement, as well as in his discourse and marketing strategy. 

Definition of populism as a political style understands it as an active interaction 

between the politician (or populist) and the electorate (the people). This 

performance expects people to react and wants to create a bond between the two 

sides of the equation. 

4.1.1. Appeal to the people 
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As demonstrated in two previous chapters, Andrej Babiš has successfully 

made an appeal to the people with his political program, formal and informal 

communication, and marketing strategies. His political program159 begins with his 

short letter to the people, that wants to prove that they are the stakeholders in 

politics: “We want to prove that we can be active, efficient, and loyal employees 

of this awesome family company called the Czech Republic and which belongs to 

you.” At the same time, he expects active participation from the people, as he 

says: “As always, I will be very happy if you let me know your opinion. It is very 

important to me to know the opinion and feelings of all of you, each of you. And 

when the program appeals to you, we, all who have worked on it will be happy if 

you send it to all the people that you think might be interested.”. 

This appeal to the people is visible even in his formal communication during 

presidential debates where he speaks directly to his voters: “Allow us to destroy 

this clientelist and corrupt system of traditional parties, so we could show you, 

that we can govern.160”. The unofficial communication of Andrej Babiš on his 

Facebook also speaks to the people, asks them to participate and express their 

concerns, while he is actively campaigning all across the country. 

His marketing strategy included traditional media like television broadcasting, 

radio, outside advertising (billboards, flyers), advertising in print and online 

media, endorsement, in-person campaigning, direct mail, but also communication 

on social media through audio-visual campaigning. 

Altogether, the marketing team has released 4 official video spots called 

“Stand up to the corruption and stop babbling”161, “Increasing pensions and stop 

 
159 ANO 2011. Teď nebo nikdy: Ten jediný program, který potřebujete [online]. 2017, pp. 44, [cit. 27-12-2020]. 

Accessible from: https://www.anobudelip.cz/file/edee/2017/09/program-hnuti-ano-pro-volby-do-poslanecke-

snemovny.pdf. 
160 ČESKÁ TELEVIZE. Superdebata: Poslední slovo. In: iVysílání  [online]. October 19, 2017,  [cit. 28-12-

2020].  Accessible from: https://www.ceskatelevize.cz/ivysilani/11966400156-parlamentni-volby-

2017/217411033181019-superdebata-posledni-slovo. 
161 ANO. Postavit se korupci a neblábolit. In: YouTube [online]. October 8, 2017 [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible 

from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lOHaJrvNvOI&ab_channel=Neurazitelny.cz . 

https://www.anobudelip.cz/file/edee/2017/09/program-hnuti-ano-pro-volby-do-poslanecke-snemovny.pdf
https://www.anobudelip.cz/file/edee/2017/09/program-hnuti-ano-pro-volby-do-poslanecke-snemovny.pdf
https://www.ceskatelevize.cz/ivysilani/11966400156-parlamentni-volby-2017/217411033181019-superdebata-posledni-slovo
https://www.ceskatelevize.cz/ivysilani/11966400156-parlamentni-volby-2017/217411033181019-superdebata-posledni-slovo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lOHaJrvNvOI&ab_channel=Neurazitelny.cz
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babbling”162, “I will never stop fighting against political babbling”163 and “I will 

never stop fighting for bigger safety”164. In these four 30-seconds long marketing 

spots, Andrej Babiš pictures a traditional politician that is only babbling instead 

of working. This traditional politician wears an orange tie, which is the color of 

his political opponents from the Social democratic party, and instead of a face, 

they all wear a smiley mask. Each of these videos ends with an appeal to the 

people, with a signature sentence: “But without you, we will not make it”. 

Last but not least, the ANO marketing team has launched a mobile app through 

which the voters could have sent to Babiš a short, 1-minute-long video-message. 

In this way, it created an illusion of a direct relationship between the leader and 

the people. 

4.1.2. Perception of a crisis, threat, or breakdown 

 
Andrej Babiš has repeatedly stated that this 2017 election is the last chance to 

change the course of Czech politics which has been destroyed by traditional 

political elites. 

The ANO political program was called “Now or never: The only political 

program you need”. The sense of urgency has been present in his discourse, like 

during his political debate when he said “This is the fundamental election for the 

future of our country. It is now, or never”. His election newsletter that has been 

distributed via post to his voters was also called “Now or never” which was also 

present in every video commercial. At the same time, his billboards were marked 

by a slogan “We won’t let them stop us. We will make the change”165. 

 
162 Andrej Babiš. Zvýšit důchody a neblábolit. In: Facebook [online]. October 18, 2017 [cit. 28-12-2020].  

Accessible from: https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1075365109266799.  
163 Andrej Babiš. Nikdy nepřestanu bojovat proti politickým blábolům! In: Facebook [online]. September 19, 

2017 [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1063655287104448.  
164 ANO. Nikdy nepřestanu bojovat za větší bezpečí! In: YouTube [online]. September 24, 2017 [cit. 28-12-

2020].  Accessible from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XNUj1sYQcpI&ab_channel=ANO.  
165 KOLÁŘ, Petr. Politický marketing v ČR na příkladu vybrané předvolební kampaně 2017 [online]. Praha: 

VŠE, 2018. Master thesis, supervisor Ing. Milan Postler, Ph.D. [cit. 28-12-2020]. Accessible from: 

https://theses.cz/id/3d50ha/.  

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1075365109266799
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1063655287104448
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XNUj1sYQcpI&ab_channel=ANO
https://theses.cz/id/3d50ha/
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Through direct mail, Andrej Babiš has also sent one of the most important 

documents of the campaign. His content was also distributed via social media 

(YouTube, Facebook, party website) as a video. The document was called “The 

Andrej Babiš’ contract with citizens of the Czech Republic”. This contract has 

been sent via post to every Czech household and contained the main points of the 

ANO political agenda. According to this letter, it was “A first and a last chance 

of citizens to decide, whether they want a change, or the rule of traditional 

politicians until the end of time”166. 

4.1.3. Bad manners 
 

Bad manners do not necessarily mean insults or inappropriate language. This 

aspect also implies the use of a short and direct communication without 

seriousness or formality and rigidness. 

At the same time, bad manners in his discourse were associated with the 

opposition, when he called them liars, parasites, corrupt, or lazy. He was 

perpetually refusing the establishment, its rigidity, and bureaucracy. 

Andrej Babiš has built his entire communication on a premise that he fights 

traditional politicians with the simplicity of an average man, as an outsider and 

not one of them. His Facebook platform is full of pictures of his in-person 

campaigning, drinking beer, serving ice-cream, or watching a show with his 

followers. 

His political performance consisted of active meet-and-greet campaigning. 

The ANO movement YouTube channel broadcasted videos of Andrej Babiš 

campaigning across the country. He was seen toasting with people in Moravia, 

 
166ADAMIČKOVÁ, Naďa & Marie KONIGOVÁ. Babiš nabízí občanům podobnou smlouvu jako Trump. In: 

Novinky.cz [online]. October18, 2017 [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: 

https://www.novinky.cz/domaci/clanek/babis-nabizi-obcanum-podobnou-smlouvu-jako-trump-40048967.  

https://www.novinky.cz/domaci/clanek/babis-nabizi-obcanum-podobnou-smlouvu-jako-trump-40048967
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crafting beer, playing hockey, or spending a weekend with his family and their 

dog. 

During these in-person events, the ANO movement distributed promotional 

materials like pens, notebooks, flyers, or balloons with the logo of the ANO 

movement. The book written by Andrej Babiš called “What I dream about when 

I get to sleep by any chance” was also part of the goodies that have been signed 

and distributed during the events167.  

4.1.4. Affective communication & human branding 
 

Andrej Babiš has been using his videos and pictures to strike an emotional 

chord and create an illusion of closeness. Sharing his personal life with his voters 

has shed a light on how he uses personalized politics. Even though he attacked his 

opposition online and tried to abord numerous political issues, as proven in the 

third chapter, his unofficial communication and discourse on social media have 

been heavily relying on contact with the people. 

His posts dedicated to the people were full of hope, happiness, coziness, and 

warm feelings as he shared his everyday life with the people. From an excursion 

to his home during his last day as a minister of finance to kicking a penalty on a 

football field in a suit – he permitted the regular people to follow his everyday 

routine. His campaign videos included opinions of regular people on his persona, 

(elderly, kids, or even regular workers), bloopers, funny moments, various 

activities, but also serious moments – and all accompanied by cheerful, patriotic 

music. All of this has created a feeling of strong connection, national pride, and 

positive emotions168. 

 
167 KOLÁŘ, Petr. Politický marketing v ČR na příkladu vybrané předvolební kampaně 2017 [online]. Praha: 

VŠE, 2018. Master thesis, supervisor Ing. Milan Postler, Ph.D. [cit. 28-12-2020]. Accessible from: 

https://theses.cz/id/3d50ha/.  
168 ANO. Vy jste ta energie, co mi pomohla to celé dát. . In: YouTube [online]. October 20, 2017 [cit. 28-12-

2020].  Accessible from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vo0ShexR3dc&ab_channel=ANO. 

https://theses.cz/id/3d50ha/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vo0ShexR3dc&ab_channel=ANO
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His political brand is standing on two main pillars – Andrej Babiš as an 

outsider and Andrej Babiš as a successful businessman. 

Even though there were a few other faces of the ANO movement, the main 

marketing campaign has been trying to sell the idea of a success story and an anti-

systemic candidate. 

The first pillar of his political brand has been standing on a premise that Andrej 

Babiš is a regular citizen, representing the people while staying in touch with them 

all along the road. This idea of an outsider has been created thanks to populist 

discourse and populist style. 

The second pillar of his political brand is being a successful businessman and 

a manager. During the campaign, Andrej Babiš does not call himself a politician, 

but a manager and a strong leader. His professional experience and money he has 

gained during his previous career have served as a guarantee that he is the right 

choice to change the course of politics in the Czech Republic. Electing him would 

mean that his success story will become the success story of the country and the 

people. 

4.2. Political style, communication, and marketing of 
Donald Trump 

 

As in the case of Andrej Babiš, the political style of Donald Trump reflects 

three main indicators of populism – appeal to the people; perception of the crisis, 

threat and a breakdown; and bad manners. 

4.2.1. Appeal to the people 
 

The concept of an appeal to the people is the most visible in the official scripted 

communication of Donald Trump – like in his NRC speech or his performance at 

political rallies. 
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However, the U.S. election campaigning tradition is based on rallies all across 

the country and in-person meetings. At the same time, Donald Trump talked to 

the people not only through his official political campaign but also via non-

traditional media outlets like giving interviews to the sports station that his 

supporters listened to; or right-wing media outlets like Infowars. 

In his campaign videos, he repeatedly stressed the importance of the people 

and that the power that can beat the establishment stems from the people. 

However, his appeal to the people worked in a much broader sense than simple 

proclamations in his campaign ads like “The only thing that can stop this corrupt 

machine is you!” or traditional offline campaigning, phoning, direct-mail and 

rallies.  

With the use of big data and AI, new technologies like micro-targeting, 

automated campaigning, the spread of misinformation, and dark posting assured 

that voters got the tailored message that reflected their own needs and Donald 

Trump appealed to them in a spot-on manner. 

Donald Trump has been using simple language, short and sharp messages, to 

created bonds with his voters through common values and mainly emotions. In 

this manner, he has published a document called Donald Trump’s Contract with 

the American Voter, where he talks directly to his electorate about his first 100 

days in the Oval Office if he gets elected. 

4.2.2. Perception of a crisis, threat, or breakdown 
 

This aspect of a populist style makes a significant part of Trump’s discourse. 

He repeatedly stated that this is the last chance to save the United States from the 

corrupt elite and he is the best fit to do it: 
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“Americans watching this address tonight have seen the recent images of 

violence in our streets and the chaos in our communities.169” 

“America was shocked to its core when our police officers in Dallas were 

brutally executed. In the days after Dallas, we have seen continued threats and 

violence against our law enforcement officials. Law officers have been shot or 

killed in recent days in Georgia, Missouri, Wisconsin, Kansas, Michigan, and 

Tennessee.170” 

His mains slogans like Make America Great Again or Make America Safe 

Again imply that there is a huge systemic problem that needs to be fixed. This 

claim is supported by the language he uses when he emphasizes that the system is 

rigged and that numerous conspiracies are going on. 

With his claims, he brought attention and openly supported the conspiracy 

theories like a Deep State conspiracy – that there is a secret institution within the 

elected government which is the real body making decisions in politics; or a 

QAnon conspiracy which started after he got elected, but it is necessary to mention 

it – that there is a worldwide cabal of Satan-worshiping pedophiles that rule the 

world and Donald Trump is the chosen one that can beat them (sometimes he is 

even perceived as a Messiah)171. A predecessor of this QAnon conspiracy – 

PizzaGate - had a big impact even in real life. During the 2016 election campaign, 

the PizzaGate conspiracy blamed Hilary Clinton for running a secret pedophile 

ring in Washington D.C. that was covered as a pizza restaurant. Not only it harmed 

 
169 TRUMP, Donald. Republican National Convetion Speech. July 21, 2016. Accessible from: 

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/ng-interactive/2016/jul/22/donald-trump-republican-convention-speech-

transcript-annotated.  
170 TRUMP, Donald. Republican National Convetion Speech. July 21, 2016. Accessible from: 

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/ng-interactive/2016/jul/22/donald-trump-republican-convention-speech-

transcript-annotated. 
171 SMITH, David. Trump tacitly endorses baseless QAnon conspiracy theory linked to violence.. In: The 

Guardian [online]. August 20, 2020. [cit. 28-12-2020]. Accessible from: https://www.theguardian.com/us-

news/2020/aug/19/trump-qanon-praise-conspiracy-theory-believers. 

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/ng-interactive/2016/jul/22/donald-trump-republican-convention-speech-transcript-annotated
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/ng-interactive/2016/jul/22/donald-trump-republican-convention-speech-transcript-annotated
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/ng-interactive/2016/jul/22/donald-trump-republican-convention-speech-transcript-annotated
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/ng-interactive/2016/jul/22/donald-trump-republican-convention-speech-transcript-annotated
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/aug/19/trump-qanon-praise-conspiracy-theory-believers
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/aug/19/trump-qanon-praise-conspiracy-theory-believers
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the public perception of Trump’s opponent, but it also radicalized people enough 

to go visit the place and self-investigate the matter, armed172. 

All of these conspiracies that had been sometimes spread by Donald Trump 

itself only help to create the perception of the United States in a crisis and that 

Donald Trump is an ideal candidate to save it. 

4.2.3. Bad manners 
 

Donald Trump positions himself as a political outsider that needs to save the 

United States. With a sense of urgency, he claims that there is no time to be civil 

and polite: “I will present the facts plainly and honestly. We cannot afford to be 

so politically correct anymore173”. 

Donald Trump is very well known for the use of insults and the creation of 

nicknames for his political opponents. Hillary Clinton is usually called Crooked 

Hillary or Crazy Hillary or even Heartless Hillary. He mocks people because of 

their origin – like Elisabeth Warren when he called her Pocahontas; or even media 

outlets that are critical towards his persona – like Corrupt New York Times or 

Fake News CNN. 

His bad manners have also included the spread of conspiracy theories against 

his political opponents – like when he questioned President Obama’s 

nationality174. 

 
172 THE GUARDIAN. Washington gunman motivated by fake news 'Pizzagate' conspiracy. In: The Guardian 

[online]. December 5, 2016. [cit. 28-12-2020]. Accessible from: https://www.theguardian.com/us-

news/2016/dec/05/gunman-detained-at-comet-pizza-restaurant-was-self-investigating-fake-news-reports.  
173 TRUMP, Donald. Republican National Convetion Speech. July 21, 2016. Accessible from: 

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/ng-interactive/2016/jul/22/donald-trump-republican-convention-speech-

transcript-annotated. 
174 JACOBS, Ben. Donald Trump silent as campaign acknowledges Obama born in the US. In: The Guardian 

[online]. September 16, 2016. [cit. 28-12-2020]. Accessible from: https://www.theguardian.com/us-

news/2016/sep/16/donald-trump-campaign-admits-barack-obama-was-born-in-us. 

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/dec/05/gunman-detained-at-comet-pizza-restaurant-was-self-investigating-fake-news-reports
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/dec/05/gunman-detained-at-comet-pizza-restaurant-was-self-investigating-fake-news-reports
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/ng-interactive/2016/jul/22/donald-trump-republican-convention-speech-transcript-annotated
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/ng-interactive/2016/jul/22/donald-trump-republican-convention-speech-transcript-annotated
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/sep/16/donald-trump-campaign-admits-barack-obama-was-born-in-us
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/sep/16/donald-trump-campaign-admits-barack-obama-was-born-in-us
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His bad manners and strong language creates an illusion of him being a regular 

and simple man. In this way, his supporters feel connected to him even more, even 

though his income and wealth do not classify him as a regular person. 

4.2.4. Affective communication & human branding 
 

As mentioned in chapter number 3 of this analysis, Donald Trump uses 

emotion to manipulate his electorate. 

His main argument that is emphasized perpetually in his campaign ads is that 

the corrupt establishment has caused the decay and decline of the United States. 

His audio-visual communication as well as social media communication rely 

heavily on the identification of the Evil with corrupt elites. The ads are 

accompanied either by powerful patriotic music or a hideous scary one. The colors 

are dark and gloomy, and the video shows either footage of those supposedly 

corrupt elites – Barack Obama, Hillary Clinton, Joe Biden, Janet Yellen, and so 

on – or sad faces of regular Americans – the people he wants to fight for. It also 

shows footage either of empty factories or masses of people holding banners Make 

America Great Again. At the same time, it shows footage of Donald Trump 

meeting the people, dancing with them, talking to them175. 

Other types of videos were negative campaign ads directly targeting his 

political opponent – Hillary Clinton. With the out-of-context footage combined 

with pictures of destroyed cities, gun violence, and terrorism, he tries to 

manipulate the public into thinking that Hillary Clinton is unwilling, unable, and 

unfit to lead the country176. This kind of manipulative video was also published 

 
175 TRUMP PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN. Donald Trump’s Argument for America [online]. Released on 

November 4, 2016 [cit. 28-12-2020]. Accessible from: https://www.c-span.org/video/?418167-101/trump-

presidential-campaign-ad . 
176 TRUMP PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN. Dangerous [online]. Released on October 10, 2016 [cit. 28-12-

2020]. Accessible from: https://time.com/4556441/campaign-ads-2016-notable-video/.  

https://www.c-span.org/video/?418167-101/trump-presidential-campaign-ad
https://www.c-span.org/video/?418167-101/trump-presidential-campaign-ad
https://time.com/4556441/campaign-ads-2016-notable-video/
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on his Twitter account, usually supported by an imprecise infographic, biased 

polls, and disinformation narratives from conservative outlets. 

Last but not least, his campaign ads were sometimes dedicated to one particular 

topic – like illegal migration. In this video, he shows distressed pictures of radical 

Islamism, violence, or explosions while repeating short messages that are easy to 

remember – “He will build the wall and Mexico will pay for it” or “He will quickly 

cut the head off ISIS and he will take their oil”177. 

His strategic communication is based on negative feelings like fear, hatred, 

aggressivity, and violence. Through this type of messaging, he builds up his 

political persona – as a strong leader that understands the problem and is willing 

to fight it. 

His political brand is also based on two main pillars – himself being an outsider 

and a successful leader. Through his personalized leadership, he makes people 

believe that he can sort out any problem, as „We need a leader that wrote The Art 

of the Deal, we need a leader that can bring back our jobs, bring back our 

manufacturing, can bring back our military, can take care of our vets!178“ 

His strong character, hard-working personality, and great business 

achievements guarantee that “Donald Trump will protect you. He is the only one 

who can”. 

Donald Trump’s marketing has created the illusion of the most powerful man 

on earth. With the culture of masculinity mixed with his personalized leadership, 

the Trump brand has become a guarantee for the best quality. Subsequently, 

 
177 TRUMP PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN. Radical Islamic Terrorism [online]. Released on January 4, 2016 

[cit. 28-12-2020]. Accessible from: http://abcn.ws/1PbrMQw.  
178 WALL STREET JOURNAL. Donald Trump Announces Presidential Campaign. In: YouTube [online]. June 

16, 2015 [cit. 28-12-2020].  Accessible from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bx6V-

e2DQW0&ab_channel=WallStreetJournal. 

http://abcn.ws/1PbrMQw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bx6V-e2DQW0&ab_channel=WallStreetJournal
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various products on the market are using his name – Trump mattresses, Trump 

water, or even Trump steak in the past179. 

The political brand of Donald Trump is bringing back the American dream that 

somehow got lost many decades ago. Believing in Trump gives out an illusion of 

hope that even a regular person can achieve their dreams, which is why so many 

voters support him. 

4.3. Conclusion of the comparative analysis of political style, 

communication, and marketing strategies 

The definition of populism as a political style consists of three main indicators 

– appeal to the people; perception of a crisis, threat, or breakdown; and bad 

manners. This chapter analyzed the populist style, affective communication, and 

human branding in the case of Andrej Babiš and Donald Trump. Both candidates 

demonstrate these three traits, however, a bit differently.  

 First of all, the appeal to the people has been expressed in a very similar 

way in both cases. Both candidates have created a simple and direct two-way 

communication with their voters via social media, discourse, direct mail, or in-

person campaigning. Both politicians have sent “a contract” to their voters where 

they promised to fulfill their agenda. While the ANO movement created an app 

where people could send short videos to Andrej Babiš, Donald Trump was giving 

interviews to anti-system outlets and unconventional radio stations. However, 

Donald Trump implemented new technologies and strategies, that have pushed 

his marketing even further – with the use of AI and micro-targeting. 

 Secondly, the perception of a crisis was again similar in both cases. During 

his campaign, Andrej Babiš emphasized the now or never discourse in his political 

program, as well as in his discourse. On the other hand, Donald Trump help to 

 
179 TUR, Katy. Unbelievable: My Front-Row Seat to the Craziest Campaign in American History. New York: 

HarperCollins Publishers. 2017, pp. 304. 
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spread conspiracy theories that only fueled the urgency of a systemic change – 

like the QAnon conspiracies, PizzaGate conspiracy, or a Deep State conspiracy. 

Third, the indicator of bad manners revealed two opposite types of political 

campaigns. This indicator does not necessarily mean insults, it might be 

understood in broader terms – rejecting everything traditional and connected to 

the establishment. While both candidates rejected the establishment, attacked the 

elites, and represented unconventional and anti-system politics, their political 

campaigns were completely different. The unconventional path that Andrej Babiš 

has chosen consisted of revealing his everyday life and pictured him as a regular 

person. People could follow him at work, during his campaign but also in his own 

home. His priority was to build a connection with the people. On the other hand, 

Donald Trump has mostly attacked the elites, invented nicknames and insults for 

his political opponents, or even spread false conspiracy theories about the 

previous administration. 

These aspects were also reflected in their affective communication and 

human branding. Andrej Babiš shared more of his personal life – pictures with his 

family, videos from home, his routine; Donald Trump mainly preferred to 

promote himself only rather than his family. The overall ANO campaign 

represented by Andrej Babiš expressed positive emotions like hope, happiness, 

and warm feelings he shared with the people. His political brand was created on 

two pillars – himself as an outsider, a regular person; and a success story of a great 

manager, leader, and businessman. On the other hand, Donald Trump has been 

spreading negative emotions like fear, hatred, disgust, or violence. His political 

brand relies on the same pillars as the Babiš’ one, although, his political marketing 

pushes even further and became a mark of excellence. His name has been used on 

labels for furniture, alimentation, or real estate. His persona represents the lost 

American dream that regular people wish to live. 
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Personalized leadership is present in both cases. Their political brands rely 

on the same premises – both are successful businessmen, and both are political 

outsiders. However, the execution of political campaigns is different. It is also 

certainly a matter of resources and technology available, however, the Trump 

campaign is darker, heavier, and more aggressive. While Babiš pays the attention 

to the people, Trump relies on attacks and aggressivity. 

Conclusion 
 

In the last few years, numerous politicians from all around the world have 

been accused of being populist. The word populism resonates in media, during 

the plenary sessions in international organizations, but the concept still does not 

have a widely accepted definition. Academia has devoted a few decades of 

research and discussions to the topic of populism; however, a common agreement 

still has not been reached. 

On both sides of the Atlantic, regardless of the country and its history, 

political system, or party representation, we have been witnessing the decline of 

traditional parties. These have been replaced by movements that are categorized 

under the umbrella term – populist. Sometimes, the party itself does not 

necessarily have to be populist, only the leader of the party is. Their positions, 

opinions, or even character and personal experience form a personalized 

leadership that has a big impact on traditional politics, which is replaced by 

personalized politics. 

 The research related to the concept of populism has been mostly trying to 

answer questions about its nature, characteristics, causes, and consequences. On 

the other hand, the topic of personalization of politics and leadership focused 

mainly on how the political leader might influence the outcome of elections. It 

does not necessarily focus on how the character, personality traits, and behavior 

of the leader influences the party politics. 
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However, there is very little known about the relationship between 

personalized leadership and populism. A very small number of articles have been 

written on this topic and only Taggart’s study lists personalized leadership as a 

criterion to define populism. He claims that it is a personalized leadership that can 

win over the hearts and minds of the people with populist claims, but also to gain 

approval for the decisions inside the political party180. 

Andrej Babiš and Donald Trump, both labeled as populists, have been 

frequently compared to each other in the media181182183. There are numerous 

aspects they have in common: successful professional career, supposedly good 

leadership and managerial skills, the status of a political outsider, aspirations to 

the highest executive office in their countries, and willingness to change the 

politics they perceive as corrupt. 

This research had three main goals. First of all, bringing new insight into 

the debate about the definition of populism. The main argument was that the shift 

in a political milieu and media landscape requires the re-evaluation of the debate 

and the approach. The post-Gutenberg era had made communication 

instantaneous, easy, and global. That is the main reason why we should accept 

different theories that are more suitable for today rather than focus on traditional 

ones. 

The second goal was to offer an insight into two political campaigns on 

both sides of the Atlantic. This comparative case study conducted on three levels 
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have uncovered similarities, but also differences these two leaders share and 

opens up new interesting research question. Findings of these two research 

questions can be summarized in a simplified manner as follows: 

 Theory evaluation Andrej Babiš Donald Trump 

Populism as an 

ideology 
• Methodological 

problems 

• Insufficient on 

its own 

• Attacks on 

elites 

• People as a 

homogenous 

group, inclusive 

• Attacks on elites 

• People as a 

selected group of 

people, excluding 

minorities, 

religious groups, 

or voters for the 

political opposition 

Populism as a 

discourse 
• Suitable theory, 

complex 

explanation of 

the concept 

• Official 

communication: 

attacks on elites 

• Unofficial 

communication: 

emphasis on 

appeal to the 

people 

• All 5 aspects 

more balanced 

• Strong sense of 

martyrdom 

• Both official and 

unofficial 

communication 

mainly attacking 

the elites 

• Identification of 

Evil with the elites 

more visible than 

the other 4 aspects 

• Anything-goes 

approach towards 

minorities applied 

only to his concept 

of the people, his 

voters = minority 

that needs to be 

protected 

• Strong sense of 

martyrdom 

Populism as a 

political style 
• Suitable theory, 

however, better 

if combined 

with the 

discourse 

theory 

• Aspects of the 

theory very 

similar, apart 

from the 

emotions 

• Similar 

campaign 

strategies: 

• Aspects of the 

theory very 

similar, apart from 

the emotions 

• Similar campaign 

strategies: contract 

with voters, apps 

• Negative 

emotions: 
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contract with 

voters, apps 

• Positive 

emotions: hope, 

happiness, 

sense of 

belonging 

• Similar political 

brands – 

businessmen, 

managers 

• More focusing 

on the people 

and their well-

being 

• Positive 

campaign 

videos: 

bloopers, 

patriotic music, 

funny moments 

aggressivity, 

hatred, disgust, 

fear 

• Similar political 

brand – 

businessmen, 

managers 

• More focusing on 

discrediting the 

elites and 

opposition 

• Negative campaign 

videos: scary 

music, dark colors, 

violence 

 

The third goal was to explore a connection between the concept of populism 

and personalized politics. These two then form personalized leadership that 

influences the party politics – political program, discourse, and also marketing 

communication. 

Considering populism as an ideology, the concept of personalized politics 

was visible in both cases. Both candidates used their personal business success as 

the main argument of why people should vote for them in the first place. Andrej 

Babiš has put his professional experience into the program – like running the state 

as a family business or implementation of managerial processes. On the other 

hand, Donald Trump mirrored the GOP general policy orientations, however, his 

character and personal traits (like unpredictability, political incorrectness, lack of 

empathy) pushed the overall party policies towards the extremes. GOP policies 

have become more conservative and more radical. Both candidates are 
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charismatic leaders that through personalized politics and populist claims gained 

the hearts and minds of the people, as well as their party members and mobilized 

the electorate. 

 In the case of populism as a discourse, both candidates used their 

professional achievements as a guarantee for people, that they can bring the 

change people request. By glorifying their managerial skills, both candidates sell 

populist narratives to the public. At the same time, it serves as a great tool to stress 

a contrast between them and the elites. Subsequently, this personalized leadership 

causes that all possible achievements of the party are presented as an achievement 

of one man – the leader himself. Although Andrej Babiš mentioned a few times 

other capable people in his team, Donald Trump glorifies only himself. 

 Last but not least, these personal characteristics were reflected also in the 

marketing communication and political brand of each candidate. Generally, they 

have established an efficient two-way communication with their voters through 

direct-mailing, in-person campaigns, social media, or through traditional media 

like television or radio. As political outsiders, they rejected traditional politics in 

general. Andrej Babiš has created a bond with his electorate and pictured himself 

as a regular person. Through his videos, he let people peek into his personal life 

and create an illusion of connection and friendship. He also attacked his 

opponents, but to a much shorter extend than Donald Trump. On the other hand, 

Donald Trump mostly attacked his opponents, invented hateful nicknames, 

insulted media, and other politicians, and even spread conspiracy theories about 

them. Their characteristics have also been transferred to affective communication 

and their political brand with personalized leadership. While the overall campaign 

of Andrej Babiš tended to be more positive and connected to the people, Donald 

Trump was negative and more aggressive, mainly targeting his opponents. 

Their personalized leadership imprints into their political brand. Their 

political brand is built on two premises – being an outsider and being a great 
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manager and successful businessman. While Andrej Babiš uses his professional 

success as a guarantee that the country can be saved only under his leadership and 

with his managerial skills, Donald Trump pushes this idea even further. His 

personal brand has become a guarantee of success (even if it is only a bottle of 

water or a mattress) and he became a symbol of the American dream and a success 

story everybody wishes to have. 

To conclude, the definition of populism as an ideology seems to be 

insufficient to analyze new populist leaders in the post-Gutenberg era. Today, 

traditional political cleavages do not matter as much as they did in the past. 

Instead, the personalization of politics has emphasized the position of political 

leader. The popularity of social media and instantaneous communication creates 

an active interaction between politicians and their voters. This is the main reason 

why theories of populism as a discourse and populism as a political style suit 

better the needs of the analysis nowadays. Together, they offer a complex 

overview of populist traits from populists themselves, as well as consider the 

electorate as an equal part of the equation. 

The concept of populism connected to personalized politics creates a 

populist leadership that encompasses populist traits, but also the character and 

personality of the leader. The extend tends to vary and depends on the politician 

himself, how his character complements populism, and then influences the 

ideology, discourse, or political style. While the application and use of these 

concepts are very similar, the execution of the actual party politics, campaigning, 

and discourse are different. To illustrate it, while both candidates can have 

populist discourse, one can express hope, friendliness, and an illusion of the bond 

with his voters; the other one can manipulate them with fear, hatred, violence, and 

shame. 

Further research into this topic should expand into behavioral sciences – 

mainly psychology and cultural anthropology to examine how certain personality 
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traits and character define and influence populist leadership. At the same time, it 

would offer an answer to research questions why certain populists chose to use 

darker messages, negative emotions, and aggressivity, rather than the positive 

ones (and vice-versa). 

Also, academia should consider the option that populism is rather a 

Weberian ideal type encompassing various definitions combined. With populism 

being an ideal type, the analysis would perceive it not as a dichotomous concept 

(either populist or not), but rather measure it on a multi-dimensional scale. In this 

way, the research would not only answer what populism is and what is not, but it 

would take into account the nuances of each actor. Measuring populism on a scale 

would offer valuable insight into the topic of populism as a global phenomenon. 

Summary 
 

 V posledních letech slovo ‘populismus’ rezonuje na plenárních zasedáních 

mezinárodních organizací, tak jako i v médiích a na akademické půdě. Konceptu 

populismu se odborníci věnují už několik desetiletí, no najít obecní konsenzus se 

zatím nepovedlo. 

 S klesající popularitou tradičních stran a úpadkem tradičního ideologického 

štěpení se zásadně proměnila podoba politického prostředí. Ideologie už přestává 

být primárním důvodem a motivací voličů. Personalizace politiky zapříčinila, že 

se důraz klade spíše na jednotlivce, jeho osobnost a leadership. V poslední době 

tak celebritizace politiky způsobila větší přítomnost politických outsiderů, kteří 

vstupují do politické arény s cílem přinést razantní změnu. 

S globalizací a exponenciálním vývojem nových technologií upadají 

tradiční média jako tisk, ale i rozhlas a televize. V post-Gutenbergově éře se tak 

primárním zdrojem informací stávají sociální sítě, blogy a alternativní média. 
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Změny v politickém a mediálním prostředí tak ovlivňují způsob, jakým je 

nutno nahlížet na různé koncepty – například populismus. 

Tato diplomová práce se věnuje otázce populismu v současné post-

Gutenbergově éře. Na základě komparativní případové studie dvou 

populistických lídrů – Andreje Babiše a Donalda Trumpa – tato práce zkoumá a 

snaží se určit nejvhodnější definici konceptu populismu. Zároveň tato práce nabízí 

komplexní náhled do současné podoby politických kampaní populistických lídrů 

na obou stranách Atlantiku. V neposledně řadě taky zkoumá vztah mezi 

konceptem populismu a personalizovanou politiku, které společně vytváří 

populistický leadrship. 

Analytická část se tedy věnuje třem definicím populismu – jako ideologie, 

diskurzu a politického stylu. V první části analyzuje politické programy dvou 

kandidátů – Andreje Babiše z roku 2017 a Donalda Trumpa z roku 2016. Druhá 

část se zkoumá formální a neformální diskurz v mediích a na sociálních sítích. 

Třetí a poslední analytická kapitola řeší politický styl prostřednictvím náhledu do 

marketingových strategií obou kandidátů. 

Výsledkem této diplomové práce je zjištění, že do teď nejuznávanější 

definice populismu jako ideologie už nereflektuje potřeby současného výzkumu 

populistických lídrů v době, kdy ideologické štěpení politických stran mizí. 

Vhodnější je tak zkoumat populismus jako diskurz v kombinaci s politickým 

stylem prostřednictvím marketingové komunikace, která považuje voliče za 

aktivní složku konceptu. 

Spojení konceptu populismu a personalizované politiky vytváří koncept 

populistického leadershipu, který propojuje prvky populismu a osobnostní 

předpoklady lídra. Standardně tak populistický lídr využívá své silné stránky jako 

odůvodnění, proč by měli voliči dát hlas právě jemu, zatím co to prohlubuje 

propast mezi zkorumpovanými elitami a jeho osobou.  Toto spojení pak následně 

ovlivňuje podobu stranické politiky – jako politické programy, diskurz a 
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marketing. Samotné provedení leadershipu odráží charakteristické rysy lídra. 

V případě Andreje Babiše a Donalda Trumpa byl politický brand obou založen na 

glorifikaci profesních zkušeností a statutu politického outsidera. Samotné 

provedení se ale v několika bodech lišilo – nejmarkantnější bylo využití a 

manipulace emocemi. V případě Andreje Babiše šlo o pozitivní emoce, zatím co 

Donald Trump šířil ty negativní. 

V závěru tato diplomová práce nastiňuje další možný vývoj analýzy 

populismu. Do budoucna by tak k výzkumu měli přispět behaviorální vědy jako 

kulturní antropologie a psychologie, které by hlouběji analyzovali charakter a 

osobnost lídra spolu s personalizovanou politikou. Akademická komunita by tak 

získala odpovědi na otázky, proč někteří lídři například prosazují spíše negativní 

komunikaci než tu pozitivní. 

Koncept populismu by tak do budoucna neměl být vnímán jenom 

dichotomicky, ale spíše se zaměřit na multidimenzionální měření, které by 

zachytilo mírné nuance populismu v globálním měřítku. 
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